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Abstract
K-systems analysis is a factor analysis technique created through the 
generalization of key reconstructability analysis definitions and algorithms. The 
method is applied to functions on systems of discrete variables to discover a set of 
factors which can explain the bulk of the function’s variation from die mean.
K-systems analysis uses principles of information theory to reveal interactions which 
are often masked by the assumptions implicit in traditional methods. The method has 
been used successfully to analyze systems in several disciplines.
Despite the success of k-systems analysis, obstacles to the creation of a mature 
methodology still exist Some issues and open questions are examined, and a 
requirement for creating disjoint subsets of equations for calculating the unbiased 
reconstruction is confirmed, at least in the context of the greedy reconstructability 
algorithm. There is also a need for a framework to compare reconstructions. One 
approach for deriving comparison measures is suggested, based on the similarity 
between k-systems and the concept of a fitness landscape.
One of the most serious obstacles to the generalized use of k-systems analysis is 
the exponential growth of system size as the number of variables and the values they 
assume increases. Searching the entire substate set for candidate factors limits the size 
of systems which can be effectively reconstructed. Methods exist which limit the 
search to a fraction of the substate space, but often lead to less compact reconstructions.
An algorithm is presented which performs a search of the smaller state space to 
choose factors to use as starting points for a directed search of the substate space. 
Complexity analysis and experimental evidence indicate that the directed search
vi
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technique provides a notable reduction in computation for the search process, while still 
providing a compact reconstruction. Combining directed search with state sampling 
techniques should further extend this capability.
In addition to the directed search algorithm, a technique is proposed which can 
significantly reduce the computation required to update substate function values. This 
technique is based on a substate labeling scheme which imposes a total ordering on the 
substate set
vii
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Chapter 1. Introduction
The scientific method is based on the observation and analysis of measurable 
properties of real or theoretical objects of interest In most cases, the investigation will 
involve more than one of these properties, and any interaction among them may be at 
least as important to the analysis as the behavior of the individual attributes. In such 
cases, it is often helpful to combine the properties into an information model known as 
a system and analyze the behavior of the system as a whole. The interrelated set of 
problems concerned with "determining a system on an object of investigation which is 
an adequate model of relevant phenomena associated with the object" is known as 
systems modeling [CAVA81a].
For any but the simplest systems, this commonly involves viewing the overall 
system in terms of subsystems. For example, probability distributions involving large 
numbers of variables are often constructed by combining marginal distributions. The 
problems of how such subsystems combine to form the behaviors associated with the 
overall system, and how an overall system can be represented by interacting 
subsystems, form the core of reconstructability analysis (RA).
An important derivative of reconstructability analysis is k-systems analysis 
(KSA), a data analysis technique created through the generalization of key 
reconstructability analysis definitions and algorithms. K-systems analysis techniques 
use principles of reconstructability analysis to reveal structure in data which is often 
masked by the assumptions implicit in traditional data analysis methodologies.
The k-system techniques are built around two general algorithms which were 
developed in the mid-1980’s to identify and reconstruct systems using digital computers
1
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[JONE85a][JONE85b]. While the bulk of related research has involved applying these 
techniques to solve problems in areas from industrial engineering to evolutionary 
biology, a small but active research effort has remained focused on increasing the 
generality, efficiency and usefulness of these algorithms. The primary goal of this 
research is to further that effort
Though noteworthy results have already been produced in several disciplines 
using KSA techniques, the methodology is still not fully developed. Several problems 
currently elude general solutions, and questions remain unanswered which largely limit 
the use of this technique to a few researchers modeling relatively small systems. An 
examination of some of these issues is given in Chapter 3.
There is a set of interrelated problems related to constructing an appropriate 
system model from an arbitrary collection of data points. Problems involving 
inconsistencies, data scattering, state contradictions and missing data values must be 
satisfactorily resolved before reconstruction can even be attempted. Attempts to 
resolve one of these problems can often exacerbate one or more others. While 
techniques exist to deal with most of these issues, a general framework for this process 
does not yet exist, and a comprehensive measure of the error which is inevitably 
introduced has not been defined.
There are also fairly severe limitations on the size of systems that can be 
analyzed using this technique due to the computational intensity of the 
reconstructability algorithm. System state and substate sets grow exponentially as the 
numbers of variables and values increase, and current k-system techniques require
2
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iterating each of these sets at least once. This requirement restricts the use of these 
techniques to relatively small systems.
Efforts to reduce the computation necessary to reconstruct a system inevitably 
lead to questions concerning which components of the algorithm can be substantially 
changed without harm, and which must remain essentially unchanged to retain the 
power of the method. One such question has concerned the necessity of partitioning die 
set of substate equations into disjoint subsets. Analysis is presented in Chapter 3 which 
indicates that this partitioning is essential to obtaining a correct reconstruction.
Important questions also exist concerning the results generated using KSA. 
Different models may be generated for a single system when different optimizations are 
applied to the algorithms. While measures exist to evaluate how well a particular 
model captures system behavior, there is currently no framework defined to explore the 
difference between two models which reproduce system behavior equally well.
A commonly employed intuition is that a reconstruction involving fewer 
substates is superior to one requiring more substates. This intuition can be quantified 
by dividing the overall reconstruction closeness by the number of factors required for 
the reconstruction, yielding an average contribution per factor.
Researchers in genetic algorithms, machine learning and complex systems 
research make heavy use of a concept known as a fitness landscape. The similarity 
between k-systems and fitness landscapes suggests at least the possibility that these 
areas of research may have measures defined which would be useful for comparing 
reconstructions.
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The exponential growth of system size has restricted the use o f these techniques 
to systems with only a few variables. Parallel algorithms have been developed to allow 
analysis of larger systems [ELES95]. But since the specialized hardware necessary to 
implement these algorithms is still not widely available, other optimizations should be 
examined.
In particular, a technique which can limit the search for candidate substates 
while maintaining a compact reconstruction would allow k-systems analysis of larger 
systems than is now possible for a given computer platform. In addition, this technique 
may provide a structured analysis of the data present, while avoiding the imposition of a 
standard model, leading to a greater understanding of the results produced by the 
reconstructability algorithm. Examination of one proposed algorithm for directed 
substate search is the topic of Chapter 4.
The directed search technique alone can modestly expand the class of systems 
which can be reconstructed on a given computer platform. However, the true potential 
of the technique has yet to be realized. If techniques for system approximation such as 
state sampling and substate estimation were combined with the directed search 
approach, a much larger class of systems could be analyzed using k-systems techniques.
4
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Chapter 2. Overview 
The study of history is often advocated as a way of supplying context for current 
events. K-systems analysis evolved from efforts to address basic questions in a field of 
general systems theory known as reconstructability analysis, and a comprehensive 
understanding of the k-system framework requires a study of some central concepts and 
definitions from the RA literature.
K-systems analysis and reconstructability analysis are still tightly coupled 
subjects, and the two terms may be used interchangeably in many contexts. For the 
most part, “reconstructability analysis” will be used here to describe concepts which are 
shared among the two fields, or unique to RA. The term “k-system” will be used to 
describe those concepts which are significantly different from their RA counterparts, or 
which are unique to k-systems. An overview of the principle differences between the 
two fields is presented in Section 2.4.3.
2.1 Reconstructability Analysis
Reconstructability analysis has been defined as “the process of investigating the 
possibilities of reconstructing desirable properties of overall systems from the 
knowledge of the corresponding properties of their various subsystems” [CAVA81b]. 
Significant early work in the area of reconstructability analysis was first brought 
together in a special issue of the International Journal o f General Systems [CAVA81a] 
dedicated to RA. In particular, a series of papers by Cavallo and Klir integrated the 
questions, definitions and techniques of reconstructability analysis into a cohesive 
problem space. Cavallo and Klir described reconstructability analysis as the study of 
two problems associated with modeling systems as sets of coupled subsystems
5
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[CAVA81b]. The first is the identification problem, which involves identifying the 
properties of an unknown overall system from known properties of its subsystems. If 
the overall system is known, the problem becomes one of identifying which subsystems 
are sufficient to reconstruct the properties of the overall system to a desired level of 
accuracy. This is known as the reconstructability problem.
2.1.1 Behavior Systems
In many cases, the relevant behavior of a system can be captured by a single 
function whose domain is the set of states and whose range is a subset of the real 
numbers. The corresponding model which incorporates this function is known as a 
behavior system, designated B. The function representing the system behavior is called 
the behavior function.
As an example, a biological study of the effect of certain genetic variations 
might associate a particular fitness value with each combination of genes. Each gene in 
this model would have a finite number of values it could take. Each possible 
combination of values for the genes under study would define a state of the system.
The fitness values for the genetic combinations would define a behavior function for 
the genetic system.
In such an information model, the properties are represented by variables whose 
values represent some state of the object being modeled. Each variable o f the system 
may assume a finite number of values. The set of variables fora given system is 
represented by the set V, or {vj}. Each unique combination o f variable values defines a 
system state, designated c l
6
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Formally, a behavior system B is defined by:
B =(VtV ,SjAtQ ,f)
where
* V = {v\ i e N „ )  is a set of variables
.  * -{K jj e N m ,m < n} is a family of state sets
* s : V—tty  is an onto assignment function by which one state set from# is 
assigned to each variable in V
* A = {s(v/) x s(v2) x 5(vj) x... x 5(v„)} is the set of all potential aggregate 
states
* Q is a set of real numbers which includes zero
* / :  A-+ Q is a function, commonly referred to as a behavior function 
[CAVA81b]
Until reconstructability techniques were shown to be applicable to a wide range of 
general functions [JONE85], the behavior function was normally a selection function, 
probability distribution function, or fuzzy set membership function [CAVA 82b].
2.1.2 Subsystems and Structure Systems
Reconstructability analysis is primarily a study of how the behavior of large 
systems of many variables can be explained in terms of the interaction of simpler 
systems of fewer variables. The smaller systems are known in RA as subsystems, since 
their variable sets are subsets o f the variables of the larger system. The behavior system 
framework is intended to account for both systems and their component subsystems.
7
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A behavior system may be viewed as a the overall system of study, or may be 
seen as a subsystem of a larger overall system. Given a behavior system B, and another 
system °B =(°V,^,0s,0A,0Q,°f) , °B is a subsystem of B if and only if:
* ° V c V
* V c f ' such that °s is onto
* °s : °V—► Vsuch that °5(v,) = s(Vj) for each vt e °V
* ° A  = \ XS V')
* °Q = Q
* ° f = \ f l ° V \
This definition formalizes the idea that every non-empty proper subset of variables of 
an overall system B identifies a single subsystem of B [CAVA81b].
A set of behavior systems such as S ={kB =(* V k/l/ k s k A k Q kf ^ k  e  Nq} is
referred to as a structure system. The individual kB in S  are known as elements of the 
structure system [CAVA81b].
Structure systems may be used to create a refinement lattice, a conceptual 
construct which places a partial ordering on models based on whether they are 
refinements of other models in the lattice [CAVA82]. Given the set M  of ail models 
over the variable set V, a model X  eA/is a refinement of model Y eM  iff for every Vxe 
X  there exists a Vye Y such that Vx c V y [PITT90]. The lattice is intended as a tool to 
help researchers manage the conceptual and computational complexity of investigating 
large systems using RA techniques.
8
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2.13  Snbstates
While the structure system clearly defines the relationship between systems and 
subsystems, there is a need to formalize the relationship between the states of an overall 
system and the states of its subsystems. The states of a subsystem are defined as 
substates of the overall system.
Recall from the definition above that the variable set of a subsystem is a subset 
of the overall system’s variables. A given substate p is  a substate of a state a  if every 
variable of takes the same value as the corresponding variable in a. This relationship 
is formalized by the following definition:
“If a  = (a ,\i (= Nm) e  A is an aggregate state of a behavior system, then 
P  = (fy[y g X ,X  c  N„) is called a substate of a  (or a  is a superstate of 
p) if and only if $  = otj for all j  e  X . The notation p>ais commonly 
used to denote that p is  a substate of oT [CAVA81b].
Substates are primarily used in RA to define the projection [/*4 V\ which is
required to define a subsystem. This projection for a substate p  is defined to be
p\), where the nature of function g  depends on the nature of the system. For
a probabilistic system, the substate function is the sum of the corresponding state
function values [CAVA81b]. A list of the eight states and eighteen substates for a
system of three binary variables is shown in Table 1 below.
2.2 The Identification Problem
As the systems under investigation become more complex, it becomes
unfeasible to gather information on all of their properties simultaneously. Even if each
variable takes a finite number of values, the possible number of system states
9
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Table 1. States and Substates for Binary Variables
State a Substates fi< a
000 ‘(OX \0), \o \  “(00), “(00X “ (00)
001 '(OX'(OX’OX (00X IJ(01). “ (01)
010 '(OX'ox'(OX :'(01X "(00), “ (10)
o n '(OX'(IX (IX “(01), ,'(01X''(11)
100 'OX'(OX'(OX ‘'(10), "(10), “ (00)
101 '(I),'(OX'OX "(lO), l3(lIX (01)
110 '(lX'OX'W , (11), "(10), (10)
111 ,o x ' ( a ' o x ‘' ( n x ' 'o ix ' 'o i )
expands exponentially as the number of variables increases. If there are n variables and 
each variable takes k values, there will be A" possible system states. It is not practical to 
gather all possible state information experimentally for most systems o f even modest 
complexity, and some complex real life systems will not have reached all possible 
system states in their history, even if  someone were there to collect the data.
This is a central motivating factor in the wish to create system models from 
interrelated subsystems or partial information. In the RA framework, these subsystems 
are combined to form a structure system. The problem of identifying overall systems 
which can generate the information in these subsystems is known as the identification 
problem in RA [CAVA81b]. An example of the identification problem is shown in 
Table 2.
The two systems shown here can each individually define a behavior system. 
Variable 2 represents a property present in both systems. The identification problem in 
this case is to determine what overall systems can be identified that are consistent with 
the information in the two systems shown in Table 2.
10
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Table 2. Example Structure System of Two Subsystems
System 1 System 2
Variable 1 Variable 2 / ( ) Variable 2 Variable 3 /(-)
0 0 0.25 0 0 0.37
0 1 0.18 0 1 0.18
1 0 0.20 1 0 0.09
1 I 0.37 1 1 0.36
2.2.1 Reconstruction Families
In the general case, more than one overall system may exist which could 
produce die information contained in the subsystems. For a given structure system 5, 
the set of all overall systems that are compatible with S is called the reconstruction 
family of 5 [CAVA82],
Identifying the entire reconstruction family can provide useful information 
concerning the uncertainty present in the overall system. Cavallo and Klir give a 
procedure for obtaining the reconstruction family for a system with a probabilistic 
behavior function, based on the fact that substate values are simply marginal 
probabilities. For a given overall system B, and a subsystem kB, then ̂ m ust satisfy
7 0 » ) = Z /( « )
crv/7
The kB thus form a set of linear equations. Each non-zero solution to such a set 
of equations defines a probabilistic behavior function which uniquely represents a 
member of the reconstruction family [CAVA81b]. Jones improved the method tc 
obtain a more efficient form of the matrix equations, greatly reducing the computation 
necessary for determining the reconstruction family of a structure system [JONE82],
11
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2JL2 The Unbiased Reconstruction
While identifying die entire reconstruction family can provide useful 
information about a structure system, evaluation of a reconstruction hypothesis ideally 
leads to the identification of a single member of the reconstruction family which in 
some way best utilizes the information present in the subsystems. Selecting a single 
overall system from the reconstruction family requires some justifying assumptions.
Cavallo and Klir make strong arguments that the best, if not only, solution for a 
probabilistic system is the solution which maximizes the information entropy present in 
the overall system, known as the unbiased reconstruction [CAVA81b]. Information 
entropy is a measure of uncertainty in probability distributions, defined by Shannon as 
the quantify
It
#  = A lo g # .<-i
where p t is the probability associated with event /, and K is a positive constant 
associated with the choice of a unit of measure [SHAN48]. In the behavior system 
framework, the /?, correspond to the behavior function values for state /, the constant K 
is normally 1, and the logarithm base is 2.
Cavallo and Klir use three arguments to justify this choice:
1) The maximum entropy distribution is the only unbiased distribution. The 
maximum entropy distribution takes into account all of the constraints 
present in the data, but does not introduce any other constraints.
2) The maximum entropy distribution is the most likely distribution. Each 
member of the reconstruction family could have been generated by any
12
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number of data sets. The maximum entropy distribution is compatible with 
die largest number of these data sets.
3) Maximizing any other function leads to inconsistencies, unless the other 
function has the same maxima as entropy. [CAVA81b]
The second argument relies on the “Principle of Maximum Information”, which 
justifies the maximum entropy choice as an extension ofLaplace’s “Principle of 
Insufficient Reason” [GUIA77]. There has been considerable debate over the use of the 
unbiased reconstruction as a general best solution. Pittarelli has provided a 
comprehensive overview of the issues involved in [PITT89]. Despite the debate, the 
arguments in favor of the maximum entropy solution have led to almost universal 
adoption of the unbiased reconstruction as the single best reconstruction.
One important implication of these arguments is that if  the reconstruction family 
is not empty, the unbiased reconstruction will exist In other words, if there is only one 
reconstruction which is consistent with the information in the subsystems, it will be the 
unbiased reconstruction.
1 2 3  Determining the Unbiased Reconstruction
In 1964, Ross Ashby suggested a procedure for obtaining the unbiased 
reconstruction for a given structure system. This procedure was implemented by 
Cavallo and Klir by repeatedly applying a relational join to pairs of subsystems 
[CAVA81b]. Jones offered a procedure which eliminates redundant substate 
information, improving both the efficiency and applicability of the process [JONE85a].
13
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2.23.1 Independent Sabstates
The unbiased reconstruction is calculated for a given set D of substates. The 
algorithm will produce the unbiased reconstruction U{D) for any set D whose 
reconstruction family is not empty. However, the set of substates available may contain 
more information than is necessary to create the unbiased reconstruction. Jones has 
shown that limiting D to a set of independent substates can greatly increase the 
efficiency of the algorithm with no loss of resolution in U[D) [JONE85a].
A set of independent substates can be created using the concept o f the null 
extension. A state a  is the null extension of a substate /?if a  >■ f$ and every variable in
a  which is not in P  takes a value of zero. A set of substates with different null 
extensions is an independent set [JONE85a].
The procedure for populating the set D with independent substates, presented 
here as algorithm ISS, involves creating equivalence classes of substates using their null 
extensions and selecting one substate from each equivalence class for inclusion in D. 
Input to ISS is a set of substates {$}. Output is the set D of independent substates. 
2 3 3 3  Algorithm ISS
(1) SetD = {0}.
(2) Calculate the null extension P ' of each p. Add P  to a set £, whose 
elements have the null extension P'. If no such Et exists, create a new £, 
containing P .
(3) Select one P  from each Et and add it to D.
14
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For the example system given in Table 2, substates 12(00) and 13(00) share the 
null extension (000); l2(01) and ̂ (lO) both have a null extension of (010). One 
substate from each of these pairs will be arbitrarily selected for addition to D, along 
with the remaining substates of the structure system.
2*233 Disjoint Sets
In order to ensure that the algorithm will converge to the unbiased 
reconstruction, the substates in D must be partitioned into disjoint sets Q. Each Q  is 
formed so that no two p  e  Q  are substates of the same system state a. This step is 
necessary to prove convergence of the algorithm, though its practical necessity in this 
algorithm has been debated. This issue is discussed further in Chapter 3.
The procedure given by Jones [JONE85a] for creating the disjoint sets places 
each p  e  D into the lowest numbered subset in which the substate is disjoint from the 
other members. The process assumes the set D = {/%}, / = 1 ,2 ,... n, is an arbitrary 
collection of substates of an overall system. The initial set C\ is formed as follows:
(1)LestpeC i. i<- 2.
(2) If there is no a  e  C i : P} < a  > P  for some p  e  Cu then let P  e Q .
(3) Set /« -  i + 1. If / < n go to (2). Else Ct is formed.
Set C2 is formed in the same manner from the P  not included in Q. The 
process is repeated to form C3, ..., Cm until no P  remain. Since the selection of the p  is 
arbitrary, the partition is not unique. For the example system from Table 2, given 
D= {“(00), “ (01), 12(01), ̂ (11), 12(10), l2(ll)}, 
one possible result of the partitioning process would be the sets
15
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C, = {'2(00),u(01), l2(10),1!( ll) j 
c2- { “(Ol), “(11)}.
This process has allowed the elimination of two of the eight substates from the 
calculations with no loss of resolution in the final reconstruction U(D).
II3 .4  Forming Substate Equations
The subsets Q  are used to form sets of linear equations. The equations are 
formed from the definition of the substate function projection
£ /(« )= * /(/»■a>fS
Each overall state function value/(a) on the left hand side of the equations is initially 
estimated as the system mean 1/ \A\, where \A\ is the number of states in the overall 
system. In other words, the system is initialized to a flat distribution.
In addition, one equation of the form
/(<*) = I - X : * /0 » )  
is added to each Ch where is taken over the fi o f Ch and Si is over all a  for which 
fi >a is false for all fi  of C/. Normally referred to as the unit normalization equation, 
this equation enforces the constraint
E / ( « ) = i •a
The estimated state function values are designated /( a ) . The estimated 
values produced by summing the appropriate /(nr) values are designated /(/? ).
The additional constraining equations will usually allow the elimination of one 
additional substate from one of the subsets Q. Note that in the partition above, subset
16
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Ci contains information for every state in the overall system. In this case, the left hand 
side of the unit normalization equation would be empty.
If the unbiased reconstruction is being calculated from complete subsystems, 
then one substate whose null extension is the zero vector will be included in some Q. If 
an independent set of substates has been used to generate the subsets, there will be only 
one such substate. By convention, this substate is normally removed from the 
corresponding Q, thus ensuring that the zero vector state is on the left hand side of the 
unit normalization equation of each Q.
The sets of equations for the partition given for the example system are 
C,
/ ( 010)+ / ( 011)=,2/ ( 01)
/(I00) + /(101) =,2/(10)
/(110) + /(111)=,2/(11)
/(000) + /(001) = 1 -  I2/(0 1 ) - l2/(10 ) - ,2/ ( l l )
c 2
/(001) + /(101) =*/(() 1)
/(0 1 1) + /(1 11) =a/ ( l  1)
/(0 0 0 ) +  /(0 1 0 ) + /(1 0 0 ) +  / ( 1 10) = 1 - “/(O l) —“/ ( l  I)
2JZ3JS Algorithm JUR
The procedure for obtaining the unbiased reconstruction from a set of substates 
involves four steps [JONE85a]:
(1) Create a set D of substates using Algorithm ISS.
(2) Partition D into disjoint sets Q.
(3) Form one equation from /? in Q. Create one unit normalization equation for 
each Q.
17
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(4) Scale left hand side of each equation to fit right hand side until convergence: 
The left band/(a) values are scaled by the factor
new f (a )  = /(g )
f iP )
until the values converge.
The unbiased reconstruction for the two systems in Table 2 is shown in Table 3. 
By maximizing the overall entropy of the system, the algorithm has met the constraints 
imposed by the substates, while creating the minimum possible departure from equal 
probability and independence in the resulting distribution [GATL72].
Table 3. Example Solution to the Identification Problem
Variable 1 Variable 2 Variable 3 /(•)
0 0 0 0.1500
0 0 1 0.1000
0 1 0 0.0622
0 1 1 0.1178
1 0 0 0.1200
1 0 1 0.0800
1 1 0 0.1278
1 0 1 0.2422
2.3 The Reconstructability Problem
For the reconstructability problem, the system behavior function /(•) is known 
for each a s  A. The goal is to determine to what extent the behavior of /(-) can be 
explained by the information contained in the substate functions, "/(*)• If we can 
successfully attribute the majority of system behavior to information present in the 
substates, we can be reasonably confident in our ability to effectively model the system
18
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in terms of partial models. Good solutions to this problem should allow “for the 
determination of the most appropriate description of an overall situation in terms of 
partial models, as well as for determination of the strength of structural tendencies 
which exist in the overall system” [CAVA82].
2_3.1 Greedy Algorithm for the Reconstructability Problem
Bush Jones developed a greedy algorithm for a general solution to the 
reconstructability problem for probabilistic systems in 1985 [JONE85b]. The 
reconstruction process described by the algorithm adds the information from a single 
substate at a time to a system reconstruction which is initially set to a flat distribution.
A set E  contains the substates to be considered for the reconstruction. The elements of 
E  may be identified by creating a set of independent substates using Algorithm ISS 
presented above, or it may include all of the substates defined by the system. An 
independent set of substates may be created from the full substate set using the same
A
procedure defined for the unbiased reconstruction algorithm. Function estimates f{ f i )  
are calculated for each fi  e Et and this information is used to select the next substate 
and improve the reconstruction on each iteration. The substates selected form the set 
D, which is used to create the reconstruction.
The greedy reconstructability algorithm is outlined below as Algorithm JGR. 
Input is a behavior system B. Output is the reconstruction set D. In Jones’ original 
version [JONE85b] of this procedure, E  was initialized to a set of independent substates 
using the procedure ISS. Subsequent experience has shown that better reconstructions 
are normally obtained if  E  includes the set of all substates of the system B.
19
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13.2 Algorithm JGR
1) Initialize system approximation: Set /(o r) = V a. Set D - { 0 } .
Initialize E  using algorithm ISS.
2) Choose the substate fi ’m E  which maximizes the choice function,
3) Add p  to D. Remove /? from E.
4) Compute the unbiased reconstruction U{D) for the new D. The new U{D) is 
normally computed from the U(D) provided by the previous D, which 
greatly hastens convergence.
5) Check stopping condition. The algorithm will be stopped when the size of D 
has reached a predefined limit, or when U{D) is sufficiently close to the true 
system. Otherwise, go to Step 2.
The system reconstruction is initially constrained only by the equation
£ / ( « )  = ! , 
a
so the function mean serves as an unbiased estimator for the function as a whole 
[KOLM50]. As each substate is added to the reconstruction, the function estimates will 
be changed only as much as necessary to meet the new constraints imposed by the 
additional information.
2 3 3  The Choice Function
Choosing the correct substates for inclusion in the reconstruction is essential to 
the reconstruction process. An implied goal of the selection process is to choose the 
substate which adds the most information at each iteration. If the choice function is 
poor, more substate equations will be required to achieve a suitable reconstruction than
20
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is necessary with a better choice function, and a misleading model o f the system may be 
produced [JONE85b].
The degree to which knowledge about a substate contributes to our knowledge 
of overall system behavior is known as the cognitive content o f die substate [JONE85e]. 
Jones uses the information distance measure of relative entropy to derive the choice 
function X/3):
The substate which maximizes / is  the one whose inclusion will most improve the 
reconstruction [JONE85b]_
Another information theoretic measure is used to measure how well the 
reconstruction reproduces the behavior of the original system. Known as system 
accuracy, this measure is defined as
where / ( a )  denotes a flat distribution. System accuracy is a measure of information 
distance ranging from a minimum of 0.0 to a maximum of 100.0 [JONE89].
23.4 Reconstructability Example
The example given is from [JONE85b]. The example system models three 
variables, {v7< v2, yj}. Variables vt and v2 take values from {0,1}; variable y, takes 
values from {0,1,2}. The twelve states and their function values are shown in Table 4.
r ip y f ip )  log;
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Table 4. Example for the Reconstructability Problem
State / ( ') State / ( )
000 0.079 100 0.091
001 0.088 101 0.072
002 0.083 102 0.037
010 0.031 no 0.109
Oil 0.052 111 0.128
012 0.097 112 0.133
The first step is to form a set £  of independent substates. After eliminating 
redundant substate information, we have
£  = (12(10), l2( ll) , 13(11), l3(01), 13(12),l3(02),“ (12),“ (11),“ (10)}.
These are the only substates we will consider for inclusion in the reconstruction. The 
reconstruction set D is initially empty. We initialize the behavior function to a flat 
system:
/ ( 000) = / ( 001) = / ( 002) = / ( 010) = - / ( 112) = 0.083 
A graphical illustration of this initial setup is shown in Figure 1. The dark 
rectangles represent the current estimate for each state, / ( a ) . The lighter shaded 
rectangles are the true function values for the corresponding states. State labels are 
listed along the horizontal axis and function values on the vertical axis.
The next step is to select a substate in £  which maximizes the distance measure 
lift). For the first iteration, the substate selected is ,2(11). The system of equations is 
formed by substituting the appropriate values into the two equations below and scaling 
the values on the left hand sides until the values converge: 
7(110)+7(111)+7(112)=,2/(ID
7(000)+/(00I)+7(002)+7(010) +7(011) + 7(012) +7(100) +7(101) +7(102) = 1-I2/(1 1)
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Figure 1. Initialization of the Greedy Reconstructability Algorithm
The / ( a) estimates converge to the values shown in Table 5. Note that the two 
constraining equations lead the function values for the corresponding states to the 
average of their final values. The estimated function value for each the remaining 
states has decreased to ensure that the system mean is maintained.
Table 5. Reconstruction After Addition of One Substate
State /(* ) State /(* )
000 0.070 100 0.070
001 0.070 101 0.070
002 0.070 102 0.070
010 0.070 110 0.123
011 0.070 111 0.123
012 0.070 112 0.123
The effect of adding the first substate to the reconstruction set D is shown 
graphically in Figure 2. We can clearly see that the addition of substate l2(l 1) to the 
reconstruction has largely captured a major feature of the system.
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Figure 2. Reconstruction after addition of one substate
The next substate chosen is ^(lO). Since this substate is not disjoint from the 
one previously chosen, we form a second disjoint subset and apply a second unit 
normalization equation. The left hand values in the equations o f the two subsets will be 
alternately scaled until the estimated function values converge. The resulting system of 
equations is
Q
/(110) + /(111) + /(112)=i2/(11)
/ ( 000) + 7 (001) +7 (002)+ 7 (010) + 7 (011)
+ /(012) +/(100) + /(101) +7(102) = 1 - I2/ ( l  1)
c2
7(oio>+7(i io)=a/(io)
7 (000) + 7 (001)+7 (002) + 7 (011) + 7 (012)
+7(ioo)+7(ioi)+7 (io2)+7(in)+7(H 2) = 1 - a/(io )
The effects o f this substate interaction can be seen in Figure 3. The addition of 
^(lO) to the reconstruction forces the estimate for state 110 to decrease. Estimates for 
111 and 112 are forced to increase to maintain the correctness of the estimate for 12(11).
24
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The estimate /(110) is adjusted alternately up and down by the scaling operations on 
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Figure 3. Reconstruction after addition of the second substate
An exact reconstruction is obtained once all nine substates from the original set 
E are added to the reconstruction set D, though the majority of the function’s behavior 
is captured after only a few iterations. A summary of each iteration is given in Table 6.
2.4 K-Systems Analysis
The general algorithms presented by Bush Jones as solutions to the problems of 
system reconstruction form the core of k-systems analysis. These procedures do not 
require the reconstruction to be in the form of a structure system, but operate on an 
arbitrary collection of substates, shifting focus to the determination of which individual 
substates, or factors, are most important to the behavior of the overall system. Since 
many of the states in a given subsystem may contribute only minimally to overall 
system behavior, this concentration on individual factors enables more efficient
25
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Table 6. Sequence of Unbiased Reconstructions
State Function Estimate by Reconstruction Size
1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9
000 0.07 0.073 0.076 0.085 0.088 0.086 0.083 0.081 0.079
001 0.07 0.073 0.076 0.085 0.088 0.086 0.083 0.088 0.088
002 0.07 0.073 0.076 0.085 0.088 0.086 0.083 0.081 0.083
010 0.07 0.048 0.045 0.034 0.032 0.033 0.032 0.032 0.031
Oil 0.07 0.073 0.076 0.044 0.049 0.05 0.05 0.052 0.052
012 0.07 0.073 0.076 0.085 0.088 0.097 0.097 0.097 0.097
100 0.07 0.073 0.076 0.085 0.088 0.086 0.092 0.092 0.091
101 0.07 0.073 0.076 0.085 0.069 0.07 0.07 0.072 0.072
102 0.07 0.073 0.055 0.042 0.039 0.037 0.037 0.037 0.037
110 0.123 0.092 0.095 0.106 0.108 0.107 0.108 0.108 0.109
111 0.123 0.139 0.16 0.136 0.131 0.13 0.13 0.128 0.128
112 0.123 0.139 0.115 0.128 0.131 0.133 0.133 0.133 0.133
solutions to be specified for both the identification problem [JONE85a] and the 
reconstructability problem [JONE85b].
By generalizing the information system model, Jones also allows these 
techniques to be applied to a wider range of systems [JONE85c]. Procedures to deal 
with problems associated with deriving a system from arbitrary data completed the 
kernel of this new factor analysis technique [JONE85d].
2.4.1 G-Systems
The k-systems framework is built around two types of systems with definitions 
slightly different from the behavior system. The definitions and results given so far 
have been limited to systems with probabilistic or possibilistic behavior functions, and 
properties of these types of functions have been used in the development of the 
procedures presented for use in reconstructability analysis. Jones has shown that these 
techniques can be successfully applied to a much more general class of system
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functions [JONE85c], This is accomplished by transforming a general system, or 
g-system, to an isomorphic system which is amenable to RA techniques, known as a 
k-system. No information is lost via the transformation, and conversion from k-system 
back to g-system is straightforward [JONE85c].
A g-system can be defined for nearly any function on variables with a finite 
number of values. A g-system is defined as a sextuple:
( r, {v,}, {a}, { # ,/(•), r /(  )})
Where:
* ris a parameter, defined as £ / ( a ) -
aeA
* {vi} is a set of variables which take values from finite sets {0,1,2,... /i,}.
* {a} is the set of states of the system.
* {/?} is the set of substates of the system. Each non-empty subset of the 
variables in {v,} identifies one subsystem of the system. Notation of the 
form mp  is commonly used to identify the subset of variables that defines 
the substate. For instance, the substate ^(lO) denotes the set of states for 
which v2= 1 and vj= 0.
* /: A-+I? is the system behavior function. A is the set of all states of the 
system, i t  is a set of positive real numbers.
* {"/(•)} is a set of functions, one for each substate, such that
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2.4*2 K-Systems
The reconstructability algorithms require that r=  1. If this is not the case, we 
can define a function k, such that k(a) = , and mk(fi) = ^  fc(a) for each a  A
a>0
new system is defined by replacing /(•) with £(•) and (m/(  )} with the corresponding 
{”*(•)} This transformation creates a k-system which is isomorphic to the given 




* 0 < k(a) < 1 for all or,
* **(/?) = 2 > (* )  •
a>0
A /t-system can thus be defined as the sextuple:
/T = (t,{ V<}, {a}, {M.K-X {"«•)}) 
obtained from a corresponding g-system. It is important to note that the substate 
equations no longer represent marginal probabilities, but that these equations are 
defined without adding mathematical structure that is not present in the original system 
[JONE85c].
The k-system transformation was proposed by Jones to allow reconstruction 
techniques to be used to model a wider range of functions than was previously possible 
[JONE85c]. In order to simplify the following discussion, and without loss of 
generality, we will assume r — 1, and use /(•) to denote the system function.
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2.43 Comparison With Reconstructability Analysis
Though the terms k-systems analysis and reconstructability analysis are often 
used interchangeably, there are two primary reasons that k-systems analysis should be 
considered a separate field of inquiry from reconstructability analysis, despite the large 
overlap in the two fields.
First, the primary focus ofKSA is different from that of RA. K-systems analysis 
is a factor analysis technique which focuses almost exclusively on identifying important 
substates in overall systems. Creating overall systems from partial information is 
normally only a step towards that goal. The concentration on substates is substantially 
different from the subsystem dependent structure system of reconstructability analysis.
The second reason for separating RA and KSA is a consequence of the first, and 
has to do with the k-system definition of a substate. The definition of a structure 
system requires that the variable set of a subsystem be a proper subset of the overall 
system variable set. This means that states cannot be substates in RA. This restriction 
is understandable when the idea is to model a system using subsystems.
In k-systems modeling the aim is to characterize the system in terms of 
important variable values and their interactions, somewhat analogous to a statistical 
regression. If states are not allowed in the substate set, factors which include an 
interaction of all the variables in the system cannot be captured To address this 
problem, the g-system and k-system definitions allow substates to include any non­
empty subset of the system variables.
It should be noted that the issue of restricting substates to proper subsets of 
system variables is not crucial to the soundness o f the reconstruction algorithms, and
29
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the restriction may be applied for applications which require it  For example, 
reconstructing a system with the intent of identifying possible subsystems for traditional 
RA modeling would best be served by the traditional RA substate definition. Of course, 
a different reconstruction would be expected with this restriction applied.
The k-system framework may not only be effective for the types of data analysis 
tasks traditionally performed using statistical regression techniques, but may prove 
useful in some important areas of computer science. K-system substates are essentially 
identical structures to the schema concept used in the analysis of genetic algorithms and 
classifier systems [HOLL92]. K-systems reconstruction could prove to be a useful tool 
for identifying important schema in these types of applications.
The substate concept might also be useful as a representation of the “partial 
mental states” of Minsky’s coincidentally named K-line theory [MINS85]. While the 
current k-system framework would need to be significantly expanded to have real 
usefulness in these types of artificial intelligence and learning applications, the 
potential of this technique in these areas should not be ignored
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Chapter 3. Issues and Open Questions in K-Systems Analysis
While reconstructability analysis and k-systems analysis are important areas o f 
systems research, there are limitations that become apparent as soon as these techniques 
are applied to real world systems. Attempting to reconstruct a system without properly 
considering the difficulties associated with modeling a system in this way can lead to  a 
representation that is “fundamentally incorrect and, regardless of its advantages, might 
be vastly misleading when applied” [CAVA81a].
A review of RA and KSA would not be complete without at least a brief 
discussion of some of the most serious of these issues. While not completely 
independent, the issues can be classified according to the phase of the analysis which is 
most affected. Researchers must be aware of the difficulties associated with creating 
the system models to be reconstructed, calculating the reconstruction, and interpreting 
the output While useful methods have been developed to deal with many of these 
problems, most are still the subject of some debate.
3.1 Creating the Model
The original data to be analyzed are not always in a form that can be directly 
mapped to a g-system. Data from experiments or observations do not always show the 
consistent behavior required to build a system model. Problems of inconsistency, state 
contradiction, data scattering, and missing state values require resolution before 
reconstruction may even be meaningfully attempted [JONE85d]. While research into 
definitive solutions to these problems is ongoing, effective techniques exist to minimize 
their impact
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3.1.1 Inconsistency
When a system is reconstructed from partial systems, it is possible that the 
information from die different partial systems will be inconsistent If die projections of 
the behavior functions for two systems with respect to variables they share are not 
equal, the systems are locally inconsistent If the reconstruction family for a set of 
partial systems is empty, the systems are globally inconsistent [CAVA81b].
An example o f local inconsistency is shown in Table 7. In this case, there is no 
consistent behavior function value which can be inferred for the shared variable v2 
using the information from both systems.
Table 7. Locally Inconsistent System
System 1 System 2
V/ v? fO *2 v* fQ
L L 0.2 L L 0.3
L H 0.3 L H 0.3
H L 0.3 H L 0.1
H H 0.2 H H 0.3
Strategies for resolving local inconsistencies most commonly involve defining 
some rational method for choosing one distribution over another, and then transmitting 
the choice to the overall distribution in a manner that is unbiased to the information in 
the system not directly involved in the inconsistency [MARI85]. There is currently no 
acknowledged best method for dealing with global inconsistency, and such systems are 
normally considered “ill-formed”.
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3.1.2 State CoatnKficthm and Data Scattering
Inconsistency is not an issue for the reconstructability problem, since tbe overall 
system is already known. However, state contradiction and data scattering are two 
analogous problems for the reconstructability problem. State contradiction occurs 
when more than one function value is listed for a single state. Data scattering is a 
problem most commonly encountered when working with continuous variables; 
variable values may not have die high degree of repetition required to define a system 
[JONE85d].
The most common method employed to deal with data scattering is to cluster 
the variable values [JONE85d], Finding the best method for clustering particular 
variables, and a general strategy for dealing with the resulting loss in system resolution, 
continue to be areas of active research.
One disadvantage of clustering variables to eliminate data scattering is that 
further state contradictions are often created when several data points are mapped to a 
single state. State contradictions are usually dealt with by averaging die different 
function values for a state, though choosing the minimum, maximum, or most frequent 
value are approaches that may also be used [JONE85d].
3.1.3 Missing State Values
When a system is being formed from arbitrary data, it is not unusual for some 
state function values to be missing from die data set The usual method for replacing 
these missing states is a procedure known as entropy fill, whereby the missing values 
are assigned the mean value of the states which are present [GOUW96]. A method to
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assign values to the missing states based on the values of the most closely related states 
has also been proposed [ASMU98],
3.2 Performing the Reconstruction
Once the data points have been transformed into a k-system model, the next 
phase is computerized analysis of the system. This phase brings with it a new set of 
problems to be addressed and decisions to be taken, each of which can affect the 
eventual result While there are recommendations and heuristics that can help with this 
step, most are anecdotal and unpublished, and the successful completion of this phase 
relies heavily on the researcher’s knowledge of the issues involved and the system 
under study.
3.2.1 Distance Functions
As in any modeling endeavor, the manner in which the results of the effort are 
measured is critical to the final character of the resulting system model. Derivation and 
evaluation of distance measures has been an active area of research in probability 
theory, information theory and RA since their beginnings, and the debate continues 
unabated [SHAN48][KOLM50][HIGA83][PnT89]. In k-system reconstruction, the 
two important measures are the closeness attained by the system reconstruction and the 
selection function used for choosing substates to include in the reconstruction. We will 
examine one alternative for the latter measure here.
3.2.1.1 Cognitive Content
The current substate selection function finds the substate /? which maximizes the 
information distance measure:
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where/(/?) is the true substate value, and /  (/?) is the estimated substate value. This 
expression is based on the directed divergence measure from information theory, also 
referred to as relative entropy. Directed divergence measures the inefficiency of 
assuming an estimated distribution in place of the actual distribution [COVE91], This 
is a min-max estimator, intended to minimize maximum error [PITT89].
3 J .U  Equilibrium in the Unbiased Reconstruction Process
Besides min-max estimators, there are other distance measures which could 
prove useful for k-system reconstructions. One way to measure the possible 
contribution of a substate to a system reconstruction is to measure the difference 
between the substate estimate and its true value. The motivation for examining this 
measure is rooted in the mechanisms at work in the unbiased reconstruction algorithm.
The analogy between information entropy and the entropy of physics has been 
the cause for considerable debate and misunderstanding [PIER80]. Though always 
wary of extending an analogy beyond its usefulness, we return here to the physical 
realm to examine the concept of equilibrium, in order to enhance our understanding of 
the processes involved in determining the unbiased reconstruction.
Without leaning too hard on the physical analogy, we can characterize 
equilibrium as a condition in which all acting influences are canceled by others, 
resulting in a stable, balanced, or unchanging system [AMER92]. The concepts of 
equilibrium, entropy and probability are entwined in physics and physical chemistry by
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the second law of thermodynamics. “One statement o f the second law of 
thermodynamics is that for an isolated system, the equilibrium state is the one for which 
entropy is at a maximum. From the statistical mechanical point of view, the 
equilibrium state of an isolated system is one that represents the most probable 
distribution and has the maximum randomness” [TIN095]. In the reconstructability 
framework this translates to the requirement that the number of ways in which 
constraints can be met should be maximized, one of the prime motivations for 
preferring the maximum entropy solution..
Equilibrium is present in the unbiased reconstruction process in some fairly 
obvious ways, and some which are less visible. Perhaps the most apparent is the 
requirement on the system function that state values sum to one, making the function 
isomorphic to a probability distribution. This ensures that the system mean remains 
constant throughout the reconstruction process; it also has the effect of reducing the 
amount of information that must be explicitly included in the model. “We note that by 
including the information [in the substate] we also include the information 
in the unbiased reconstruction” [JONE85b]. By initially setting the state values to the 
system mean, we create the isolated equilibrium system which characterizes maximum 
entropy in the physical world.
This quality persists at the subsystem level as well. Since each subsystem 
partitions the state set, the mean function value for each variable subset remains 
constant throughout the reconstruction process. And at the substate level, the linear 
equations which define the reconstruction ensure that every substate included in the 
reconstruction retains a constant value. It is two or more constraints affecting one state
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that provide much of the “extra” information needed to obtain an accurate 
reconstruction at the state level.
3.2.13 Substate Centroid Distance
The manner in which the unbiased reconstruction algorithm adjusts substate 
values is analogous to a center of mass problem in physics. At each step, the correction 
of a substate function value requires the system to adjust in such a way that the center 
of mass (system mean) remains the same. This behavior suggests that a substate 
selection function based on the idea of center of mass might prove effective.
Center of mass measures have already been evaluated for use in comparing 
distributions. The center of mass, instead of minimizing maximum error, has been 
shown to minimize mean squared error [PITT89]. Center of mass expressions have the 
disadvantage of being hard to calculate, but the arithmetic mean of vertices (states) 
normally provides a good estimate for the center of mass, which neutralizes the 
disadvantage and confirms the intuition provided by the previous analysis that substate 
values would provide a reasonable distance measure in most cases [PITT89].
For a set of b states which compose a substate, the mean function value is 
equivalent to/ We call this value the substate centroid. We can then define a 
substate centroid distance measure as
There is no intent to suggest here that the substate centroid distance measure 
is superior to the current cognitive content measure for general system 
reconstructions. However, in some cases, such as systems which are suspected of
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containing unreliable or noisy data, minimizing mean squared error might be an 
approach worthy of evaluation.
The substate centroid error function is also slightly less computationally 
expensive to evaluate than X/7), since there are fewer terms and no logarithms to be 
evaluated. While the savings are not great for a single evaluation, they could be 
significant for the reconstruction of a very large model.
3.2.2 Disjoint Subsets and the Unbiased Reconstruction
The unbiased reconstruction algorithm developed by Jones requires partitioning 
the substates of the reconstruction set D into disjoint subsets Q. This requirement was 
included as part of the proof that the algorithm would converge to the unbiased 
reconstruction [JONE85a]. It has remained an open question whether convergence of 
the algorithm could be guaranteed without using the partitioning procedure.
It seems that the question of whether or not the algorithm will converge is 
probably not especially relevant The more important point is that without dividing the 
system into disjoint subsets, the algorithm is not likely to yield the unbiased 
reconstruction, even when it does converge.
Jones’ algorithm is an adaptation of a technique for estimating probability 
distributions from component distributions given by Brown in (BROW59]. The 
component distributions are defined by subsets of the variables of the overall 
distribution, and are essentially identical to the subsystems of reconstructability 
analysis. The Q  in the Jones technique represent these component distributions.
In Brown’s technique, the scaling operation is applied to each component 
distribution in turn. “When [component distribution] Pb is satisfied, pa may no longer
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be satisfied, so the procedure will in general require each component distribution to be
employed more than once before convergence is obtained” [BROW59], If the
independent subsets are not formed, the unbiased reconstruction procedure will not be
operating on a structure isomorphic to a probability distribution.
This point can be illustrated using the example system given in Table 4 in
Chapter I, taken from [JONE85b]. Consider a reconstruction using only the two
substates >2(10) and 12(11), which are not disjoint The problem begins as soon as the
system of equations is formed. Without partitioning, the initial system of equations is:
/(110) + /( l l l)  + /(112)=,2/( l l)
/ ( 010) + / ( 110)=23/ ( 10)
/(000) + /(001) + /(002 ) + /(0 t l )+ /(0 1 2 )  + /(100) + /(10 l) + /(102) «  l - u/( t l) -° /(1 0 )  
Recall that the definition of a system includes the equation
-k{f.o = £ * (« )•
a>0
where the summation is taken over all a  for which /?is a substate. If we use this 
expression to expand the substates on the right hand side of the unit normalization 
equation by substituting the sum of their component states, and add the corresponding 
state values to both sides, we would expect to see the full set of system states on the left 
side equal to 1 on the right. The actual result is illustrated in (1) below. Note that 
because the state 110 is shared between the two substates in the system, it appears 
twice, and the equation does not hold In most cases, this will lead the sum of the 
system states to converge to a value other than one.
j /(000) + /(001) +- /(002) + /(010) + /(O il)  + /(012) +
/ ( 100) + / ( 101) + / ( 102) + / ( 110) + / ( 110) + / ( 111) + / ( 112) = 1
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While there axe several techniques one can use to try to overcome this obstacle, 
employing them only serves to uncover a deeper problem. A review of the scaling 
process shows why.
During the scaling operation for the iterative solver, each equation is 
transformed by an expression equivalent to
-new a  = a*—.a
This form of the expression illustrates that each substate value will be completely 
corrected with each iteration. Only the interaction between equations causes the need 
for iterating to convergence. This is what allows the use of an expression of the form
(1-CA + A + ...)) 
to evaluate the system normalization constraint
Z a /=  1
using the same scaling technique that is employed with the other equations. Each time 
the solver goes through one iteration, the sum of the function estimates should be 1. If 
we have interacting substates, this will not be the case. In the non-disjoint case, scaling 
the second equation changes the value of the first equation.
If die same scaling technique is to be used on the unit normalization equation as 
is used for the others, the overlapping equations must be iterated until they converge 
before the unit normalization can be applied. Otherwise, at least one of the values in 
this equation will be incorrect, and the system will likely converge to some value other 
than 1.
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Since scaling does not work, we are forced to find another way to meet the 
overall constraint One way to meet the constraint under these circumstances is to 
change each of the excluded states by the same amount, which does not yield the same 
answer.
This argument is not meant to imply that there is no way to adapt the algorithm 
to meet the necessary constraints and still obtain the unbiased reconstruction. Rather, 
the intent is only to show that the current algorithm cannot be expected to create the 
maximum entropy reconstruction without creating disjoint subsets.
It should also be noted that this problem will likely not be an issue when 
creating an overall system from subsystems for a large class of problems. If 
information is included for all states at the in the initial reconstruction set, there might 
not be a need for a unit normalization equation in a single set of equations. Whether 
the algorithm would converge to the maximum entropy reconstruction in this case 
remains an open question.
When a single constraint is added to the system, the system must be adjusted in 
a manner that minimizes dependence between the new constraint and those previously 
applied if the maximum entropy system is to be obtained [GATL72]. The responsibility 
for restoring the system to equilibrium (sum to 1) is shared by all states not involved in 
the constraint, including states involved in non-disjoint constraints. Each disjoint set 
adjusts the values of all states not in that set If we do not use disjoint sets, the system 
is adjusted based on the cumulative effect of overlapping constraints. If the maximum 
entropy reconstruction is obtained, it can only be accidentally.
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Since disjoint subsets of system substates seem necessary for the greedy 
reconstructability algorithm, these structures may warrant evaluation as a useful tool for 
analysis of k-systems. While the k-system focus on substates over subsystem provides 
die flexibility to analyze systems which are not readily reconstructed using traditional 
techniques, this flexibility is not without cost. A subsystem has a well defined place as 
a component in the reconstructability framework; the role of a substate in defining 
system structure is not as clear. Disjoint sets may provide a way to further understand 
the structure of a system reconstructed using k-systems techniques.
Each disjoint subset Q  represents a partition of the state set, filling the role of 
the subsystem in reconstructability analysis. Each subset defines a component of the 
overall system. The unit normalization equation defines an interface between the 
substates of the component and the rest of the system. On this level, the subset acts as a 
unit, and the system reacts as a whole.
There is another level of interaction as well. The states which are shared by the 
various Q  define specific interactions among the components, providing more than one 
level of structure for the system without forcing a strict hierarchy on the system 
structure.
Whether the disjoint subsets contain useful information about system structure, 
or are simply an incidental organization imposed by the algorithm, is a question that has 
not even begun to be explored. However, a technique for solving to a difficult problem 
can often reveal something new and useful about the problem itself. The use of disjoint 
subsets as components for system modeling could lead to a more effective way of 
effectively representing complex systems.
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3.23 System Growth Rates
One of the most important considerations for the computer analysis phase of the 
k-system reconstruction method is the computational complexity of these techniques, 
even for systems of moderate size. If a system is defined over n variables, with each 
variable taking k discrete values, the size o f the state set is ff.
As quickly as the size of the state set grows, the number of substates is even 
larger. The number of substates for this system, including the set of states, is 
(k + 1)" -1 . The number of substates which are not also system states is the difference, 
(it + 1)" -  k" - 1, a polynomial expression of degree (/x-1). As the number of variables 
grows, the number of substates can quickly become very large in comparison to the 
number of states of the system. Values for the number of states and substates for some 
small values of n and k are given in Table 8 and Table 9.
The assumption that each variable takes the same number of values is made here 
only to simplify the comparison of state and substate set sizes. For variable sets whose 
members take different numbers of values, the expressions given here can be used with 
the appropriate values to compute upper and lower bounds on the sizes of the state and 
substate sets. The exact number of states for these systems is given by the expression 
, where kt is the number of values for variable v,.
t
3 3  Interpreting the Results
A problem that is rarely considered is determining the meaning of a 
reconstruction once it has been realized. If the analysis is performed using the structure 
system model, the strict hierarchy imposed by the model may force structure onto a
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1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8
1 1 1 I 1 1 1 1 1
2 2 4 8 16 32 64 128 256
3 3 9 27 81 243 729 2187 6561
4 4 16 64 256 1024 4096 16,384 65,536
5 5 25 125 625 3125 15,625 78,125 390,625
6 6 36 216 1296 7776 46,656 279,936 1,679,616
7 7 49 343 2401 16,807 117,649 823,543 5,764,801
8 8 64 512 4096 32,768 262,144 2,097,152 16,777,216




1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8
1 1 3 7 15 31 63 127 255
2 2 8 26 80 242 728 2186 6560
3 3 15 63 255 1023 4095 16,383 65,535
4 4 24 124 624 3124 15,624 78,124 390,624
5 5 35 215 1295 7775 46,655 279,935 1,679,615
6 6 48 342 2400 16,806 117,648 823,542 5,764,800
7 7 63 511 4095 32,767 262,143 2,097,151 16,777,215
8 8 80 728 6560 59,048 531,440 4,782,968 43,046,720
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system that it simply does not possess. In addition, exploring different options during 
the first two phases of an analysis will often yield competing models. Than has been 
precious little published in RA and KSA research which focuses on the problem of 
choosing die correct model, other than an occasional reference to the need for an 
experienced researcher to make the correct choice.
33.1 Hierarchical Representation
Hierarchy is a central concept in systems science [AUGE91], Debate on the 
strengths and weaknesses of hierarchical representation provide some of the most 
spirited debate in the literature. “Global structure, if attempted to be made local,
produces contradictions and nonsense Hierarchy is characterized by a specific
treelike global structure, and therefore is unable to capture other local structures 
obtainable through other schemes of connection” [VDG97]. Vixie’s frustration is likely 
the product of statements like, “The eggs of insects, fish and birds control their own 
development independently of external influences as long as certain environmental 
parameters remain constant” [TABA91]. Discussions in the literature are sometimes 
reminiscent of medieval astronomers arguing the exact paths that the planets take as 
they wind their way around the Earth.
Researchers regularly make the assumption that interactions between levels of 
an organizational hierarchy are not significant, even though it has been shown that the 
balance of entropy requires that we consider these interactions [AUGE82]. The impact 
o f this assumption on the quality of the resulting analysis almost certainly depends on 
the system in question, and it seems that any attempt to define a structure which is 
appropriate for all systems is at best naive.
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The impact on these problems of using k-systems and the Jones algorithms is 
unclear, where the focus is on substates instead of subsystems. If subsystems are 
present, their relative importance can be evaluated after the reconstruction is complete 
by the arrangement of substates. In addition, the cognitive content and closeness 
measures provide an unbiased evaluation o f the relevance of any reconstruction. A 
comprehensive investigation into the role o f the disjoint subsets discussed in the 
previous section could provide important insights into this topic.
3.3.2 Comparing Reconstructions
Performing an analysis using the k-system framework normally requires 
exploring different options during the first two phases of the process, which often 
results in the generation of several competing models. There are accepted closeness 
measures that are quite useful for determining how well a reconstruction captures a 
system’s behavior [JONE89], but the models created using variations of k-systems 
techniques often achieve very similar closeness values. We can measure how well a 
system is reconstructed, but we currently have no way to talk meaningfully about the 
structure of a particular reconstruction.
Unfortunately, techniques for comparing reconstructions do not tend to focus on 
these types of questions. Some research has been done on analogies between systems 
[BUNG81]|LIK87][FLOO90], but this work is based on a definition of a system which 
is not directly transferable to the RA system model, and is focused on relations which 
are not even defined in the k-systems framework. More importantly, the goal of general 
systems analogy research is focused on comparing systems from different domains, and 
is of little use in comparing system reconstructions.
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No ready solution to this problem has been offered to date, but the similarity 
between k-system substates and schema suggest one direction the investigation may 
take. Measures exist in the domain of genetic algorithms and classifier systems which 
may prove useful for detecting properties of reconstructions which would aid in their 
comparison.
For example, the concepts of generality and specificity have been used for 
generating rules in classifier systems and other rule learning applications [BOOK90],
A rule R1 is considered to be more specific (or less general) than a rule R2 if and only 
if  R1 will apply to a proper subset of the instances in which R2 will apply [MTTC77].
This idea could be adapted to the k-systems framework by defining a specificity 
measure as the number o f variable values present in the substate label. In probability 
theory, this value is often called die order of the distribution [BROW59], Calculating 
an average order for all o f the substates in competing reconstructions should give an 
indication of the relative sizes of die features being represented by each model.
Another measure can be derived to quantify the intuition that a more compact 
reconstruction is superior to a larger one which captures die same amount of 
information. The difference in system closeness before and after a substate is added to 
the reconstruction provides an indicator of that substate’s contribution to the 
reconstruction. The average of this value for ail substates in the reconstruction set 
should provide a fair measure of the efficiency of the reconstruction efficiency, at least 
in terms of the value of the included substates.
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Chapter 4. Directed Search in System Reconstruction
Since exponential system growth limits practical computerized analysis to 
systems of only a few variables, it is desirable to find ways around the problem. One of 
the most computationally expensive steps in the greedy reconstruction algorithm can be 
the selection of the next substate for inclusion in the reconstruction set D.
4.1 Cost of Searching All Substates
As discussed in Chapter 2, selecting the next substate to include in a 
reconstruction involves finding the substate which maximizes the information 
distance measure:
A
where/(/?) is the true function value, and f ( f i  )is the current estimate of the function 
value for substate Identifying the desired /? normally involves evaluating y{fi) for
every substate of the system.
As the number of variables n increases, the number of substates will quickly 
become very large in comparison to the number of states of the system. This is 
illustrated for systems of binary variables in Figure 4.
Since the evaluation of a substate requires taking the sum of several f ( a )  values, the 
number off  (a) evaluations required seems to provide a more meaningful measure of 
the computational cost of searching all substates than simply counting the number of 
substates. In order to simplify the analysis, we will once again assume that each of the 
n variables of the system takes values from a set of it elements.
+ O-VC*)) log.r0 » )= ‘/0 9 )lo g
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Figure 4. State vs. Substate Growth for Systems of Binary Variables
As stated previously, the number of substates for a system of n variables which 
take k values each is (k +1)" - 1 , and each would be evaluated in an all substate search. 
However, the number of state evaluations required to search the substate space is more 
conveniently derived by briefly returning to the notion of subsystems.
Recall that a subsystem is defined by any non-empty subset of the system 
variables. Since a k-system substate search will normally include the state set A, we do 
not enforce the structure system requirement that the subsystem variable set be a proper 
subset of the variable set The states of a subsystem induce a partition of the states of 
the original system, so the evaluation of the substates in each subsystem will require 
evaluating each of the I* system states exactly once. Multiplying this value by the total 
number of subsystems defined by the system will yield the total number of state 
evaluations required for a search of all substates.
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The number of subsystems of size m defined for a system is the number of 
m-eiement subsets of the variable set V. Applying the binomial theorem [BOGA88] 
allows us to determine directly that the total number of state evaluations for an all 
substate search is
4.2 Strategies for Reducing Substate Evaluations
One way to speed the reconstruction process would be to find a way to select the 
next substate while evaluating only a fraction of the system’s total substates at each 
step. Reducing the size of the set £  which contains the substates being considered for 
inclusion in the reconstruction set D would achieve this aim. For systems with a 
substate set which is large enough to make computerized analysis problematic, the 
benefits of this capability should outweigh even a significant loss of discrimination in 
the reconstruction process.
4.2.1 Independent Substates
One approach to reducing the number of substates considered is to limit the set 
E  to a single set of independent substates, as described in [JONE85a] and reviewed in 
Chapter 2. When this method is used, the set of independent candidate substates is 
generated before reconstruction begins, and the reconstruction is computed using only 
these substates. This approach has been shown to provide a correct reconstruction, and 
has allowed analysis of systems that would not otherwise be practical [JONE85a].
There are, however, two disadvantages to using independent substates. First, the 
process requires all substates to be evaluated for membership in one of the equivalence
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classes Ef. This results in a computational complexity on a scale with that required 
when using all substates.
The second disadvantage is that there is at present no definitive method for 
choosing an optimum set of independent substates to include in the reconstruction. 
While it is not possible in the general case to determine a unique optimal reconstruction 
set for a given system, it is reasonable to consider a smaller reconstruction set to be 
superior to a larger set which captures the same information. Experience has shown 
that systems can be reconstructed to a given degree of accuracy using significantly 
fewer substates when all fi are included in E, instead of using only independent 
substates.
4.2.2 Substate Pruning
One variation of the independent substate technique would be to limit the 
substate search to substates which are independent of those already in the 
reconstruction. This technique is referred to here as substate pruning. This 
modification of the original independent substate technique begins by initializing E  to 
include all fi. When a substate P  is selected for addition to the reconstruction set D, 
then P  and all substates with the same null extension as P  are removed from E.
A preliminary analysis of the feasibility of using this technique was conducted 
using data from all substate reconstructions. As expected, the results show that two or 
more substates 'with the same null extension are often included in a system 
reconstruction, indicating that this technique would likely lead to larger reconstruction 
sets than the all substate search technique. By the time redundancies were encountered 
in the test systems, about half of the substates had usually been eliminated from the
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search space. Reduction in the search space was not as great as the directed search 
technique presented below, so further investigation of this technique was not pursued.
One interesting result from this investigation was die observation that redundant 
states normally appear late in the reconstruction process. In each of the test systems, 
the first appearance of non-independent substates was after the system was within a few 
percent of its final accuracy value. If this behavior could be shown to be a general 
feature of the reconstructability algorithm, the first appearance of redundant 
information could serve as a flag indicating a point o f diminishing returns, and signal a 
natural place to conclude the reconstruction.
4JL3 Directed Search
Another strategy for limiting the substate search space is to make use of the 
information present in the system states during the reconstruction process. While it is 
important to resist the temptation to assume some particular structure for the system, it 
is reasonable to assume some structure is present After all, this is the assumption 
underlying the belief that a system can be reconstructed at all. In particular, we can 
reasonably assume that substates which contain the most information are more likely to 
be substates of the states which contain the most information. If is the state for 
which y(a) is maximized, we might expect x(A ): A  x  to be greater than y{fij) for 
A  which are not substates of cu**. This is the central assumption underlying the idea of 
the directed search technique presented here. The approach involves identifying the 
states at with the highest information distance values and expanding them to find the 
maximum distance substate which contains each a*.
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4 3  Directed Search of Substate Expansions
We define the state set for a substate 0  to be s(#) = (a  :a  >- #}. #  is an
expansion o f#  if s (# ) c  s(#y)- The expansion #  is obtained by dropping one or
more ordinates from # . An expansion obtained by dropping exactly one variable from 
#  is called an immediate expansion. The number of immediate expansions of any 0  is 
the order o f#  The total number o f expansions for 0  is 2°"*“  ̂ ' 2.
The directed search version o f the greedy reconstructability algorithm recreates 
the candidate substate set £  at each iteration. The elements of £  are determined by 
creating a set M  of candidate states with y(a) values which are close to /(oWx)- A 
single expansion of each a  e Mis then selected for addition to £. The 0  s  £  which 
maximizes y(0) is then selected for inclusion in the reconstruction set D.
43.1 Forming the Candidate State Set
Forming the set M  first requires the determination of two distance values, dt and 
d,  where
d* = m axy(a):/ ( a ) - / ( a )  > 0 
d~ = m ax^(a): f(a )  -  f(a ) < 0 
These distances are used to evaluate each a s  A for inclusion in one of two sets, M* 
and AT, which will divide the candidates based on whether their estimates are greater 
than or less than their true values. The elements of these sets are determined by
AC = { a : | y(a) -  d*\ £ to/, / ( a )  -  f (a )  > o}
M~ = {a :| y(a) -  d~\ <, tol, f ( a ) -  / ( a )  < o},
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where tol is a preset tolerance parameter which determines how restrictive the search 
will be. The candidate state set M is defined by M= M* u  AT.
A set of states is chosen to expand instead of a single state for two reasons.
First, in the case where is not unique, choosing a set of states prevents an arbitrary 
choice from among a set of states with equal y{a) values, and generally leads to much 
better reconstructions. To achieve this, the tolerance parameter tol is set to a value just 
large enough to account for round off error and sampling tolerances. A value of 
tol = 10'1° was used for this purpose in each o f the test runs presented here.
Adjusting the value of the tolerance parameter would allow the user to adjust 
the completeness of the search. Assigning a value of tol = 0 would limit the set to states 
with distance values exactly equal to the maximum distance. A large enough value 
would ensure that all states were expanded. While an expansion of the entire state set A 
would likely search all substates, the algorithm in its current form would not be 
guaranteed to search all of the lower order substates.
43.2 Expanding the States
Once the set M  of  candidate states is formed, a single expansion of each a, e M  
is selected for inclusion in the candidate substate set E. The selection process is 
outlined below:
(1) Set ftDax= ai.
(2) Calculate y(ft) for each f t  which is an immediate expansion o f If 
y{ft)  ̂  /OSnax) for any ft, set f t ^  = ft.
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(3) If A*x is unchanged from the previous iteration, or if  the order of is I,
stop. Otherwise, go to Step 2.
4.4 Directed Search Algorithm DS1
An algorithm to implement the state expansion concept has been developed to 
test this approach. The process requires forming the set of states to be expanded, then 
expanding each state to find the maximum error substate. Input to the algorithm is the 
system K = (z , {v,}, {a}, {/?},/(-), {’”/(-)}  ), and the current reconstruction U{D) for 
the current iteration of the algorithm JGR. Output is the set of candidate states £  to be 
evaluated for addition to D by JGR. The procedure is carried out in four steps:
(1) S et£  = {0}.
(2) Calculate <t and d.
(3) Create set M - K t  u  M .
(4) Selectively expand each a* e A/to find fra^cc,). Set £  = £  + for 
each a* € A/.
The expansion of a state a, will not necessarily search all of the substates of a,. 
If a system contains n variables, each substate of order (n-1) will be evaluated before 
any substates of order (rz-2) are checked. Only the substate with the maximum y(Jf) 
value at each level is expanded further. The expansion continues only as long as 
substates with greater cognitive content are being discovered. The process is illustrated 
in Figure 5.
The example shown is an illustration of the first substate selection for one of the 
test systems used to evaluate the algorithm. The substates selected by expanding states
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101 and 510 have equal distance values. In this case, the final choice of die substate 
selected for inclusion in die reconstruction is arbitrary. Since the two substates shown 
partition die states of die system, either one adds the same amount of information to the 
reconstruction.
4.5 Evaluation of Directed Search
An evaluation of the directed search algorithm would ideally answer two 
questions. First, how much computational savings can be expected using this technique 
over the all substate search? Also, how good will the resulting reconstruction be in 
comparison to the all substate reconstruction?
Unfortunately, neither question is easy to answer. The reduction in computation 
depends on the number of states selected for evaluation, the number of values that each 
variable can take, and the particular substates that are chosen during the directed
Af* = {101} 
r  (101) = 0.0039
M~— {510} 
y (510) = 0.0044
.0.0150, 0.0051
Figure 5. Example Substate Expansion
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search. And we have already seen that there are limited existing measures for 
comparing two reconstructions.
Because of die difficulties inherent in undertaking a theoretical analysis of die 
effectiveness o f this technique, a preliminary experimental analysis was conducted to 
compare the directed search technique to the all substates search. Of primary interest in 
the analysis were die average reduction in state and substate evaluations, and die 
number of factors required to reconstruct 99.5 percent of the system’s behavior. If the 
addition of a single factor ever produced a change in system closeness of less than 0.1, 
the reconstruction was halted. In these cases, final closeness values would be compared 
for the two techniques as another direct measure of reconstruction quality.
4.5.1 Sample Data
The program was tested on three sample systems. The systems are intended to 
represent a range of system types that are commonly encountered. Data Set 1 is the 
example system from [JONE85b]. This is an example of the types of systems often 
found in the literature, with a small number states and high degree of variation; 
qualities which most clearly illustrate the workings of the algorithm.
The other two systems are data are from the biological sciences, and represent 
the type of data often produced from actual surveys and studies. Data Set 2 is from a 
study of caloric intake, and Data Set 3 was collected as part of an oil spill 
bioremediation study. Data Set 2 required variable clustering, missing state 
replacement, and averaging o f inconsistent state function values. Data Set 3 was the 
largest of the three systems and included a significant number of states with a function
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value near zero. Summary statistics for the three k-systems are shown in Table 10. 
Details concerning the data and reconstructions can be found in the Appendix.
Table 10. Sample Data Summary Statistics
Data Set 1 2 3
No. o f Variables 3 3 5
No. o f Values (2,2,3) (6,3,2) (2,5223)
No. of States 12 36 120
No. o f Substates 35 83 647
System Mean 0.08333 0.02778 0.00833
43.2 Results
A C++ implementation of the directed search algorithm was tested on the three 
sample sets. A summary of the reduction in substate evaluations is shown in Table 11.
Table 11. Reduction in Substate Evaluations Using Directed Search






1 280 58 0.793
2 1577 149 0.906
3 25233 1834 0.927
A summary of the reduction in state evaluations is shown in Table 12. One 
reason for the smaller reduction in state evaluations than in substate evaluations is that 
the state evaluations required to identify the maximum error values d + and d'  are 
included in these figures. This means that each state will have been evaluated once 
before die search process begins. In practice, these evaluations could easily be
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combined with bookkeeping and reporting functions which are normally carried out 
between iterations.
Table 12. Reduction in State Evaluations Using Directed Search






I 672 356 0.470
2 4788 2171 0.547
3 145080 25186 0.826
Overall, the directed search technique produced averages o f 88 percent fewer 
substate evaluations and 61 percent fewer state evaluations, when compared to 
searching all substates. In each case, the directed search algorithm was able to match 
the closeness of the all substates search reconstruction to within one percent, and the 
difference in the number of factors required was either equal or plus one for directed 
search.
A more efficient search technique would be of little use if it caused slower 
convergence of the unbiased reconstruction algorithm, so the number of iterations 
required for the iterative solver to converge was also tracked. No apparent pattern was 
evident Data Set 3 required approximately 6% fewer iterations using the all substate 
search, while Data Set 2 converged in around 25% fewer iterations with directed 
search. The results for Data Set 1 were identical for both methods.
4 5 J  Computational Complexity
Suppose a selected state will be expanded to level m. If n is the number of 
variables in the system, n - m  will be the size of the variable subset defining the
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substates generated at level m. The number o f substates evaluated at level m will be 
(,n - m ■+• /). Evaluating substate /, generated by removing variable i from the substate
m
representation, requires ]~[v( state evaluations, where vf is the number of values taken
(-1
by variable i. Returning to our assumption of a constant k values per variable, we can 
obtain a rough estimate ofÂ * as the number of state evaluations per substate at level m, 
giving a total of (n -  m + l)*(£)m state evaluations at level m. Summing this expression 
over the number of levels expanded gives the number of state evaluations per selected 
state. Multiplying by the number of states selected gives an estimate of the number of 
state evaluations for a single search.
This analysis demonstrates that though the number of substate evaluations is 
most sensitive to the number of states selected and the number of variable-value 
combinations in the system, the total number of state evaluations is dominated by the 
depth of the search. This fact partially explains why the directed search technique can 
achieve such dramatic reductions in total state evaluations, despite the added cost of 
two full iterations of die state space. The substates which are the most expensive to 
evaluate are the last to be explored.
In the worst case, enough states will be selected for expansion, and the 
expansion will proceed to a sufficient depth, that all substates will be evaluated. In this 
case, the directed search will actually be more expensive to compute than the all 
substate search, because of die required search of the state set A. This case should only 
occur when large numbers of states all take the maximum error value, or when the 
tolerance parameter is large.
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The best case occurs when the state a*— is chosen as the best substate. The 
immediate expansion of requires n substate evaluations, where n is the number of 
variables in the system. Since no better candidate is found, the search ends after n 
substates have been evaluated. Since the process will always choose at least two states 
for expansion, the total number of substates evaluated will always be at least 2n.
When only the first level expansion of tu ,  is performed, j{P) for each of the n 
expansions of dm& will sum over k  states, leading to a best case of Ink state evaluations 
for a single search.
Overall, we can expect the savings with directed search to be greatest when the 
system behavior is dominated by high order interactions. The technique will be less 
effective for systems whose behavior is caused by single variable effects or interactions 
of just a few variables, due to the need to search the lower order substates more often. 
4.5.4 Reconstruction Quality
The reconstructions obtained by the directed search algorithm capture as much 
of the system’s behavior as the ail substate search using almost the same number of 
factors. In this respect, the fact that the technique may produce a different 
reconstruction than searching all substates should be of no more concern than the fact 
that a given number may be decomposed into more than one set of factors. In a very 
real and important sense, the directed search technique can be considered an effective 
alternative to searching all substates.
However, if  the goal is to explore system structure, it seems that merely 
measuring the degree to which a system’s behavior is reproduced is only part of what is 
needed.. It seems irresponsible to assert that we can impose a structure on the search
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process without imposing some structure on the resulting reconstruction. The directed 
search given here is essentially an “outside-in” process which explores the most visible 
structures until deeper order is revealed. This mechanism also seems to be present to 
some degree in the all substates search, though the fact that the two techniques do not 
always choose the same factor implies that other mechanisms are also at work in the 
more general search technique.
While there is no existing framework for a rigorous comparison of the two 
techniques, the principle differences can be illustrated through the use of an analogy. 
The concept of a fitness landscape is a central element of the study of complex systems 
and machine learning [HOLL95]. In this context, the goal is normally to find the 
highest or lowest point on a landscape which has not been fully explored. However, 
solving the reconstructability problem can be viewed as an attempt to identify features 
of a known landscape which are responsible for its overall shape.
The analogy from function optimization to landscape features is a powerful one, 
and brings concepts which are difficult to visualize into familiar territory. Not 
surprisingly, extending the metaphor only slightly brings quickly to light at least two 
differences between the all substate search mechanism and the directed search.
Suppose that a system function defines the landscape pictured in cross-section in 
Figure 6. The goal is to identify the land forms which cause the landscape to differ 
from its average elevation. Looking only at the surface of the landscape, we would 
naturally frame our explanation in terms of the two hills and the valley that are evident 
Geographers create contour maps to highlight just these types of features.
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Pnks
Valley
Figure 6. Simple Fitness Landscape
Geologists explain landscape features in different terms. Their approach is 
normally to explain surface features in terms of processes operating on die underlying 
rock strata [BLRK78], as illustrated in Figure 7. Each of the shaded regions represents a 
different rock layer. This additional information suggests an alternate explanation for 
the landscape features than that provided by viewing only the surface features.
Figure 7. Landscape Showing Underlying Structure
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Two concepts illustrated by Figure 7 can be mapped directly to behavior 
exhibited by the directed search technique. First, the small layer at the top of the tallest 
peak conceals a more significant feature below. The directed search algorithm, which 
will begin its search at the peak, will be unable to detect the deeper structure.
The second limitation of directed search is analogous to the layer which is 
bisected by the valley towards the center o f the landscape. Two or more substates 
which do not contain enough information to justify further exploration may share an 
expansion which is significant, but will not be detected An illustration of this 
phenomenon is shown in Figure 8.
As the example shows, neither Bu  or B12 are selected for further investigation 
by the search algorithm, even though they share a substate which would be selected if 
all substates were searched Examination o f the sample data indicates that this 
phenomenon is likely to be the most common factor leading to different reconstructions 
from the two search techniques.
Figure 8. Directed Search Failure to Detect Maximum Distance Substate
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In light of previous discussion, we might expect die directed search technique to 
yield substates which were more specific than those created by the all substate 
technique. This intuition seems to be confirmed by the test runs, though the effect is 
not as pronounced as might be expected. Recall that the average order for a 
reconstruction was defined in Chapter 3 to be the average number of variables present 
in the substates which are included in a reconstruction. The average order of the all 
substates reconstruction for Data Set 2 was 2.60; the same value for the directed search 
was 2.63. For Data Set 3, both techniques yielded an identical value of 4.13.
A measure of average substate contribution was also defined in Chapter 3 to be 
the average accuracy added to a system representation by each substate in the 
reconstruction. The average substate contribution for Data Set 2 using the directed 
search was 4.98. The all substate technique produced a slightly higher value of 5.24. 
For Data Set 3, the values were 2.55 for the all substate search and 2.48 for the directed 
search. Since both techniques produced essentially identical closeness values for all of 
the data sets, the difference in substate contribution is wholly attributable to the ability 
of the all substate search to produce slightly smaller reconstructions in some cases.
The ability to evaluate different models is not only important for determining 
important factors for a system. Many modeling systems, such as the Copycat system for 
analogy formation [HOFS95], operate by generating several models simultaneously and 
evaluating each for strengths and weaknesses. Exploring the issues involved with 
evaluating competing models is essential for creating a generalized modeling system 
from the k-system framework.
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4.6 Other Optimizations
While factor search is one of the more computationally intensive steps of the 
reconstruction process, there are other optimizations that can improve the usefulness of 
the algorithm. One is to parallelize the entire process. Another helpful technique 
would be to reducing the number of additions required to calculate the function values 
for the entire system.
4.6.1 Parallel Reconstruction
One strategy for dealing with system growth is to provide a parallel version of 
the k-system algorithms [HES95], which allowing analysis to be performed on larger 
systems than was previously feasible. Patti Aymond (formerly Patti lies), has 
developed parallel versions of the unbiased reconstruction algorithm [AYM097] and 
the greedy reconstructability algorithm [ELES95], The parallel algorithms are designed 
for a hypothetical multiple instruction multiple data stream system with a dynamic bus 
system, and addresses the problems encountered when the number o f data values is 
greater than the number of processors in the system [ILES95].
There is at least one element of the parallel algorithms which will likely prove 
useful in sequential implementations as well. The parallelization of the algorithms 
requires an efficient method for distributing tasks among the processors of the system. 
Since the tasks are centered around the states and substates of the system, a way had to 
be found to directly determine a processing element number for any given substate.
The solution to this problem recommended by Aymond is a substate 
enumeration based on a string encoding technique known as Godel numbering. A
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discussion mi the usefulness o f this technique for sequential implementations is given in 
the next section.
4.6.2 Minimizing State Evaluations in K-System Reconstruction
For a k-system, the function value o f a substate fiis  defined to be £<ar„ where the 
Of are all of the states for which /?is a substate. The unbiased reconstruction algorithm 
calculates this sum for each substate function estimate/(/?) in the reconstruction set D 
on every iteration. Any one of these substates may sum over as many as half of the 
states in the system. In addition, the sum is calculated for each substate being 
considered for addition to the reconstruction set by the greedy reconstructability 
algorithm.
An enumeration technique is presented here which may reduce the number of 
state evaluations required for this process, as well as simplifying the notation for state 
and substate labeling. The motivation is an observation concerning the hierarchical 
relationship of substates of different orders.
Consider a substate */?of order m<n. If v; is a variable not included in kf3, then 
S  (*/?) is equivalent to the union of all S  (7/3): is an immediate expansion of'/?, and7/?
includes v ,. This implies that the function value flji) for any substate of order m can be 
calculated by the sum of a relatively few substates of order m + 1.
A system can be structured so that this substate hierarchy can be exploited. The 
process begins by imposing a total ordering on the substates (including the system 
states). This ordering is a variation o f the godelization technique described by lies for 
the parallel reconstruction algorithm [ILHS95].
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Instead of die traditional method of labeling a variable with k values from 0 to 
k-\, we use labels (1 ,2 ,... k). A zero value in a label denotes a substate which 
excludes that variable. A label of this form is created for each substate, and the labels 
are ordered in die traditional way. For example, the substate traditionally described as 
(̂OO) in a three variable system would be labeled (011).
Once the states have been labeled and ordered, we assign an integer index g(J?) 
to each substate. This process is illustrated in Table 13 below. The first column shows 
the traditional notation for each of the substates. The value (and inverse) of this index 
can be computed in (Xji) time, where n is the number o f variables.
The last column of the table lists expressions which can be used to calculate the 
substate values. The numbers shown are the substate indexes for the corresponding 
states/substates.
Inspection of Table 13 confirms that each substate can be calculated using only 
values with a higher index. The ordering has imposed a hierarchy on the substates; each 
substate which spans more than one variable can be partitioned by substates with a 
higher index. Thus, if we work up from the bottom of the structure, each substate can 
be calculated using values which have already been calculated. This will reduce the 
number of state evaluations significantly, since only substates which aggregate a single 
variable must be calculated directly from state values. All other substate values can be 
computed from previously computed substates. In the example given, the number of 
state evaluations required was reduced from 84 to 36. The net reduction in computation 
is not quite as large, since substate values must still be calculated from other substates
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0 000 = 1+2+3
S(0) 1 001 = 5+9
(1) 2 002 = 6+10
3 003 = 7+11
\0 ) 4 010 = 5+6+7
*(00) 5 011 = 17+29
*(01) 6 012 = 18+30
(02) 7 013 = 19+31
\ l ) 8 020 = 9+1Q+11
°(10) 9 021 = 21+33
* d l ) 10 022 = 22+34
*(12) 11 023 = 23+35
(0) 12 100 = 13+14+15
^(00) 13 101 = 17+21
*"(01) 14 102 = 18+22
(02) 15 103 = 19+23








'(1) 24 200 = 25+26+27
“(10) 25 201 = 29+33
“(11) 26 202 = 30+34
lS(12) 27 203 = 31+35
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which partition them. Still, the savings in computation could be significant for a large 
system.
More careful study reveals a pattern indie sums that is relatively simple to 
characterize. The value for fljt) may be calculated for any substate /? by taking a sum 
over any variable i for which the label of f i  is 0. This sum, denoted here f  can be
calculated by the expression
= where«(*/») = step
j- i
where / is the variable over which the sum is taken. The variable step is calculated as
ram + >)
k> t
Note that all substates whose labels contain more than one zero value have more 
than one possible way to calculate their sums. For example, substate 24, labeled 200, 
can be written either as the sum (201 + 202 + 203), or as (210 + 220). Both 
characterizations are correct, and each has its own advantage. The sum over v3 includes 
the next three substate numbers in order. In general, summing over the rightmost zero 
value involves the simplest step calculation. However, taking the sum over v2 in this 
case involves summing fewer states. For a system with high variance in the number of 
values taken by the different variables, this approach may prove worth the extra 
computational expense of identifying the smallest set
Also note that once a substate has been included in a system reconstruction, its 
estimated value will not change significantly from one iteration to the next The value 
is fixed by the corresponding substate equation. Therefore, these substates need not be
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evaluated again during the search process, though their estimates may be used in sums 
for those substates which precede them in the ordering.
Use of this structure allows reduction of additions for substate function values to 
the number of values taken by one of die system variables. In addition, the structure is 
compact and the labeling notation straightforward. Thus, this ordering provides both a 
compact data structure and an efficient evaluation technique computation involving 
k-systems.
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Chapter 5. Conclusions
5.1 Significance of K-Systems Analysis
The k-systems analysis techniques described here have already had an impact in 
the area of data analysis. When coupled with procedures to deal with problems 
associated with arbitrary data [JONE85d], these algorithms provide a useful tool for 
real world data analysis, and a powerful adjunct to classical techniques [JONE86]. 
Evidence exists that the greedy reconstruction algorithm may provide a more correct 
characterization of interaction effects than classical regression techniques [GOUW96]. 
A program implementing k-systems analysis [JONE89] has been used successfully to 
glean information on important interactions in ecological data which standard 
regression techniques were unable to detect [SHAF97],
While k-systems techniques are unlikely to replace classical statistics in 
practice, they can provide a useful tool in many areas besides traditional data analysis. 
For example, the concept of a substate is essentially equivalent to a schema in genetic 
algorithms and classifier systems. The greedy algorithm’s ability to explain fitness 
values in these terms could lead researchers in these fields to new insights into the 
fitness landscapes on which their systems evolve.
5.2 Significance of the Current Research
For the benefits of k-systems analysis to be generally useful, techniques must be 
developed which allow the investigation oflarger systems than is now practical. The 
directed search technique is a step towards this goal. The algorithm provides better 
results than can be expected using arbitrarily chosen independent substates, while 
requiring only a fraction of the state evaluations required by the all substate search.
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While the directed search algorithm cannot be expected to provide better results than 
the all substate search, it is an attractive alternative when searching the entire substate 
space is not practical.
It is also important that the results provided by different reconstruction methods 
are clearly understood. Besides allowing for analysis of larger systems, the directed 
search technique, as well as the use of alternate distance measures, highlight a need for 
new ways to compare alternative reconstructions for a single system. Executing the 
greedy algorithm on a single system using different variations of measures and search 
techniques will provide different models of system behavior, and current tools are 
inadequate to meaningfully compare these different models. Measures such as average 
substate order and average substate contribution are first steps toward a more powerful 
framework for evaluating competing models than currently exists.
The work on disjoint subsets in the unbiased reconstruction partially answers a 
long standing question concerning the algorithm, and may lead to new understanding of 
the meaning of the system produced using this technique. Current reconstruction of 
systems provides little more than an ordered list of substates. The use of disjoint 
subsets as components of the system model could lead to a more structured approach 
which avoids the strict hierarchy imposed by the structure system of reconstructability 
analysis.
The substate labeling scheme and corresponding data structure presented in 
Chapter 4 should enhance efficient implementation of both the unbiased reconstruction 
algorithm and the greedy reconstructability algorithm by reducing the number of state
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evaluations necessary to update the system model. This labeling method may also 
provide a more concise and understandable notation.
S3 Future Work
K-systems analysis provides a powerful tool for discovering the important 
factors in determining a system’s behavior. The potential of this technique is greater 
still. The generality of the k-system model and the power of the reconstructability 
algorithm make the technique potentially useful in several diverse areas of computer 
science. Applications of k-systems techniques in areas such as fuzzy rule bases, genetic 
algorithms, unsupervised learning systems and robot control can be envisioned.
The success of the directed search algorithm can likely be at least partially 
attributed to its compatibility with the min-max distance function The 
performance of this technique with different system measures remains an open 
question.
The directed search technique allows analysis of systems for which the substate 
set is too large to compute effectively, but for which the state set is computationally 
tractable. This difference is most pronounced when the number of variables is 
significantly larger than the number of values taken by the variables. For example, a 
system of eight binary variables has over twenty-five times as many substates as states, 
while there are less than six times as many substates as states for a system of eight 
variables which take four values each.
For a given computational platform, this is a relatively small class of problems. 
To be truly effective, this technique should be coupled with a method for exploring a 
state set which is too large to be easily enumerated. Integration of effective techniques
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for state sampling and substate estimation would allow k-system reconstruction to be 
performed on much larger systems than is now practical.
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Appendix. Directed Search Test Data
The performance of the directed search algorithm presented in Chapter 3 was 
compared to the all substate search approach using three k-system descriptions derived 
from experimental data. Descriptions o f the experimental data sets, along with 
summaries of the reconstructions, are given below.
Data Set 1
Data Set 1 is an example system taken from Bush Jones* 1985 paper, “A Greedy 
Algorithm for a Generalization of the Reconstruction Problem,” though it has also 
appeared in other scholarly papers on the subject It was chosen for inclusion in the test 
set for two reasons. First, it is small, simple system which allows relatively 
straightforward illustration of the mechanisms of the algorithms, and is small enough to 
solve by hand. Second, the system served as a baseline test case for the implementation 
of the all substates search option of the greedy reconstructability algorithm.
System Description
The k-system derived from Data Set 1 includes three variables. Variables v7 and 
v2 are binary; v3 takes three values. The function values for the resulting 12 states range 
from a low of 0.031 to a high of 0.133, with a mean value o f0.083. The normalized 
function values for the states are shown in Table 14. The states are labeled using the 
scheme presented in Chapter 3.
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Table 14. Data Set 1 Behavior Function Values
State m State m
(1,1,1) 0.079 (2,1,1) 0.091
(U ,2 ) 0.088 (2,1,2) 0.072
(1,1,3) 0.083 (2,1,3) 0.037
(1,2,1) 0.031 (2,2,1) 0.109
(1A2) 0.052 (2^2) 0.128
(1A3) 0.097 . C W ) . 0.133
All Substate Search Reconstruction
The all substate search reconstruction of Data Set 1 required 8 substates to 
achieve a final closeness value o f99.6203, though die additional information provided 
by new substates falls of sharply after the fifth substate is added A summary of the 
reconstruction is shown in Table 15.













1 220 35 84 2 47.8321
2 121 35 84 2 68.3133
3 213 35 84 2 86.1491
4 122 35 84 2 94.9979
5 023 35 84 9 97.0358
6 212 35 84 8 98.2822
7 222 35 84 19 99.2118
8 211 35 84 17 99.6203
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Directed Search Reconstruction
The directed search reconstruction of Data Set 1 selected the same substates in 
the same order as the all substate search above. A summary of die reconstruction is 
shown in Table 16.













1 220 8 50 2 47.8321
2 121 8 48 2 68.3133
3 213 8 48 2 86.1491
4 122 8 48 2 94.9979
5 023 8 48 9 97.0358
6 212 6 38 8 98.2822
7 222 6 38 19 99.2118
8 211 6 38 17 99.6203
Data Set 2
Data Set 2 is based on survey data from a study of calorie intake for persons 
from various demographic categories. Variable 1 takes values from six income levels. 
Variable 2 is one of three residence zones, and Variable 3 is subject age. Variable 3 
was clustered into two categories from original data of age in years.
System Description
The k-system derived from Data Set 2 includes three variables. Variable v7 
takes six values, v2 takes three values, and v, is binary. The function values for the 
resulting 36 states range from a low of 0.0163 to a high of 0.0416, with a mean value of
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0.028. The normalized function values for the states are shown in Table 17. The states 
are labeled using the scheme presented in Chapter 3.
Table 17. Data Set 2 Behavior Function Values
State m State f(a)
(1.1.1) 0.03639 (4,1,1) 0.033479
(1 .U ) 0.024953 (4,1,2) 0.026649
(U ,l) 0.027778 (4,2,1) 0.026334
d o a ) 0.023122 (4A2) 0.027778
(1,3,1) 0.027778 (4,3,1) 0.034167
(1,3,2) 0.023418 (4,3,2) 0.022562
(2,1,1) 0.027609 (5,1,1) 0.032909
(2,1,2) 0.01654 (5.1,2) 0.027778
(2,2,1) 0.028345 (5,2,1) 0.031464
(2A2) 0.022546 (5,2,2) 0.021075
0 3 ,1 ) 0.035799 (5,3,1) 0.03052
0 3 ,2 ) 0.021218 (5 ,3.2) 0.023578
(3,1,1) 0.032056 (6,1,1) 0.031944
(3,1,2) 0.018427 (6 ,1,2) 0.023714
(3,2,1) 0.028417 (6,2,1) 0.041573
(3.2,2) 0.022618 (6J22) 0.034287
(3,3,1) 0.029384 (63,1) 0.040869
(3,3,2) 0.023322 (6 2 2 ) 0.019603
All Substate Search Reconstruction
The all substate search reconstruction of Data Set 2 required 19 substates to 
achieve a final closeness value o f99.5543. A closeness value of 95 was achieved with 
around half as many states. A summary of die reconstruction is shown in Table 18. 
Directed Search Reconstruction
The directed search reconstruction of Data Set 2 required 20 substates to 
achieve a final closeness value o f99.5693. A closeness value of around 95 was
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attained with die addition of twelve states, somewhat later than with die all substates 
technique. A summary of the reconstruction is shown in Table 19.













1 002 83 252 2 52.7667
2 620 83 252 2 68.5613
3 631 83 252 4 74.8125
4 212 83 252 7 79 J 168
5 312 83 252 7 82.176
6 010 83 252 12 85.9685
7 231 83 252 11 88.818
8 422 83 252 10 91.1113
9 431 83 252 12 93.2052
10 211 83 252 13 95.1892
11 632 83 252 12 96.0425
12 111 83 252 14 96.8509
13 501 83 252 10 97.6486
14 612 83 252 16 98.0867
15 522 83 252 15 98.3957
16 232 83 252 15 98.7125
17 421 83 252 17 99.0254
18 512 83 252 21 99.2688
19 410 83 252 32 99.5543
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1 002 12 214 2 52.7667
2 620 10 130 2 68.5613
3 631 8 112 4 74.8125
4 212 8 112 7 79.5168
5 312 6 94 7 82.176
6 021 8 124 8 85.5457
7 211 8 112 2 87.0893
8 131 9 105 2 88.8252
9 632 9 105 9 90.5204
10 422 9 105 10 91.9842
11 512 6 94 11 93.6929
12 110 8 112 10 94.822
13 412 6 94 12 96.1166
14 331 6 94 9 96.9254
15 521 6 94 13 97.8181
16 231 6 94 11 98.4189
17 531 6 94 11 98.76
18 522 6 94 14 99.0571
19 232 6 94 15 99.3606
20 421 6 94 17 99.5693
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Data Set 3
Data Set 3 was provided by Gary P. Shaffer of Southeastern Louisiana 
University. The data are taken from an oil spill bioremediation study. This system was 
chosen for inclusion because of its significantly larger size than the other two systems, 
and the large number of function values near zero. This system proved the most 
difficult to reconstruct using simpler directed search techniques than the final version 
presented here.
System Description
The k-system derived from Data Set 3 includes five variables. Variables v7, v, 
and v4 are binary; v2 takes five values and v5 takes three. The function values for the 
resulting 120 states range from a low very near zero to a high o f0.03067, with a mean 
value o f0.0083. The normalized function values are shown in Table 20.
All Substate Search Reconstruction
The all substate search reconstruction of Data Set 3 required 39 substates to 
achieve a final closeness value o f99.5009. A closeness value of around 95 was 
attained with the addition of only eighteen states, similar to the results with the other 
systems. A summary of the reconstruction is shown in Table 21.
Directed Search Reconstruction
The directed search reconstruction of Data Set 3 required 40 substates to 
achieve a final closeness value o f99.5358. The closeness value exceeded 95 with the 
addition of the nineteenth substate, slightly earlier than the all substates search. A 
summary of the reconstruction is shown in Table 22.
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Table 20. Data Set 3 Behavior Function Values
State f(a) State « a) State ffa)
(1,1,1,1.1) 0.016921 (1,4,1A2) 6.20953e-006 <2A2,1,3) 0.00334694
(1,1.1.1,2) 0.0080S221 (1,4,1A3) 6.20953e-006 (2,2A2,1) 0.0104196
(1,1,1,1.3) 0.0171073 (1.4A1.1) 6.20953e-006 (2A 2A 2) 0.0123694
0 ,1 ,U ,l) 0.00807239 (1,4A M ) 6.20953e-006 (2A 2A 3) 0.00790473
(1.1.1A2) 0.0151512 (1,4A M ) 6.20953e-006 (2 A M A 0.0118975
(1,1,1,2,3) 0.0162348 d ,4 A 2 ,l) 6.20953e-006 (2,3,1,M ) 0.0116511
(M A M ) 0.0164863 (1.4A2.2) 6.20953e-006 (2,3,1,1,3) 0.0165267
0 .U I 2 ) 0.0104351 (1,4A2,3) 6.20953e-006 (2A 1A 1) 0.00786903
(1,1,2,1,3) 0.0182871 (1,5,1,1,1) 0.0212055 (2A 1A 2) 0.0119409
(l.M A l) 0.0156791 (1,5,1,1A 6.20953e-006 (2.3.1 A 3) 6.20953e-006
(1,1,2^,2) 6.20953e-006 (1,5,1,1,3) 6.20953e-006 (2.3A1.1) 0.0138266
(1,1,2,2,3) 0.0109101 (1,5,1A1) 0.0306751 (2 A 2 .U ) 0.012922
(IA 1.1.D 0.0155362 (1,5,1A2) 6.20953e-006 (2^A 1,3) 6.20953e4X)6
(1,2,1.1.2) 0.0120341 (1,5,1A3) 0.00601393 (2.3A2.1) 0.00890136
(1,2,1,1,3) 0.00303336 (1.5A1.1) 0.025397 (2.3A2.2) 0.00760667
(IA M D 0.0263377 (1,5 A M ) 6.20953e-006 (2,3A 2^) 0.0130431
( lA M A 0.0178493 (1,5A M ) 6.20953e-006 (2.4.1.1.1) 6.20953e-006
(1A 1A 3) 6.20953e-006 (1.5.2AD 0.0225095 (2,4,1,1,2) 6.20953e-006
(IA 2,1,1) 0.0169179 (1.5.2A2) 6.20953e-006 (2,4,1,1,3) 6.20953e-006
(M A M ) 0.0084077 d,5A 2,3) 0.0172004 (2,4.1.2.1) 6.20953e-006
(1.2A1.3) 0.0117888 (2.1,1.1.1) 0.0186596 (2,4,1,2,2) 6.20953e-006
d ,2 A 2 ,l) 0.0134002 (2,1,1 ,U ) 0.0108729 (2,4,IA 3) 6.20953e-006
(1.2A2.2) 0.0101867 (2,1,1,1,3) 0.0147787 (2,4A M ) 6.20953e-006
(1.2A2.3) 6.20953e-006 (2.1.1A1) 0.0142509 (2,4A M ) 6.20953e-006
(1,3,1,1,1) 0.0100004 (2.1.1A2) 0.0144992 (2.4A1.3) 6.20953e-006
(1,3,1,1,2) 0.00396478 (2,1,1 A 3) 0.0187528 (2.4A2.1) 6.20953e-006
(1,3,1,1,3) 0.0147632 (2,1A M ) 6.20953e-006 (2,4,2A2) 6.20953e-006
(IA 1A D 0.0112579 (2,1,2,1,2) 0.0160516 (2.4.2A3) 6.20953e-006
(1,3,1A2) 0.0135212 (2.1A M ) 0.0162069 (2,5,1,1,1) 0.017573
(1,3,1,2,3) 0.0104662 (2.1A2.1) 0.0118478 (2,5,1,1,2) 6.20953e-006
(1,3,2,1,1) 0.00936086 (2.1A2.2) 6.20953e-006 (2,5,1,1,3) 6.20953e-006
(l,3 A M ) 0.0112951 (2,1,2A 3) 6.20953e-006 (2.5,1.2.1) 0.0252417
(1,3 A  1,3) 0.0118354 (2A 1.M ) 0.0102799 (2.5.1A2) 6.20953e-006
(U A 2.1 ) 0.00758388 (2 A I.M ) 0.0091901 (2.5,1.2,3) 6.20953e-006
(1.3A2.2) 0.0135181 (2A1.1.3) 0.0124718 (2,5A M ) 0.0208454
(U A 2 .3 ) 0.00927083 (2A 1A 1) 0.00792646 (2,5 A  1,2) 6.20953e-006
(1,4,1.1.1) 6.20953e-006 (2A 1A 2) 0.00362015 (2.5A1.3) 6.20953e-006
(1,4,1,1,2) 6.20953e-006 (2A 1A 3) 0.0115125 (2,5A2,1) 0.0104631
(1,4,1,1,3) 6.20953e-006 (2A2.1.1) 0.0145893 (2.5.2A2) 6.20953e-006
(1.4.1A1) 0.0229132 (2A2.1.2) 0.00828041 (2.5A2.3) 6.20953e-006
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1 04000 647 3720 2 26.5093
2 05002 647 3720 2 41.9305
3 14121 647 3720 1868 55.0497
4 05013 647 3720 2 63.2965
5 05001 647 3720 2 69.0824
6 01222 647 3720 2 72.9674
7 12023 647 3720 2 76.9591
8 25023 647 3720 2 81.0638
9 21211 647 3720 2 83.1605
10 21223 647 3720 2 85.2879
11 23123 647 3720 2 87.4469
12 23213 647 3720 2 89.6385
13 12120 647 3720 1265 90.8719
14 01000 647 3720 1492 92.3408
15 12113 647 3720 1055 93.049
16 25221 647 3720 1178 93.7841
17 22213 647 3720 1053 94.4452
18 22122 647 3720 1053 95.0713
19 13112 647 3720 1050 95.6511
20 11012 647 3720 1168 96.0831
21 12001 647 3720 838 96.5883
22 11121 647 3720 1109 96.9602
23 03113 647 3720 1100 97.287
24 15223 647 3720 1051 97.5895
25 15123 647 3720 1004 97.8108
26 15121 647 3720 1140 98.0368
27 00220 647 3720 1284 98.2098
28 21112 647 3720 1090 98.3743
29 13022 647 3720 1101 98.5305
30 02212 647 3720 963 98.6657
31 25111 647 3720 1080 98.7992
32 23121 647 3720 900 98.905
33 22121 647 3720 910 99.0155
34 23223 647 3720 1093 99.1148
35 13201 647 3720 1063 99.1957
36 22211 647 3720 923 99.2639
37 22222 647 3720 1090 99.3353
38 23210 647 3720 1123 99.4033
39 10200 647 3720 1169 99.5009
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1 04000 600 9330 2 26.5093
2 05002 245 2066 2 41.9305
3 14121 133 930 1868 55.0497
4 05013 142 1058 2 63.2965
5 05001 88 666 2 69.0824
6 25220 14 301 1276 71.0419
7 01222 70 500 421 74.9635
8 12023 52 424 427 78.9941
9 25023 38 381 986 81.7985
10 21211 29 343 2 83.8952
11 21223 24 329 2 86.0226
12 23123 19 315 2 88.1816
13 23213 14 301 2 90.3732
14 12120 14 301 1265 91.6066
15 12113 10 268 682 92.4706
16 22213 10 268 684 93.2775
17 22122 10 268 682 94.0404
18 13112 10 268 679 94.747
19 15123 10 268 639 95.1241
20 15121 14 292 1141 95.3502
21 01000 27 580 1449 96.1623
22 11012 18 316 1168 96.5943
23 11121 14 292 1109 96.9662
24 05223 14 292 1019 97.194
25 12001 17 332 889 97.7036
26 03113 14 292 1110 98.0366
27 21112 10 268 1049 98.1825
28 11223 10 268 1065 98.3429
29 22211 10 268 980 98.4589
30 25111 10 268 1090 98.5678
31 00021 23 495 1506 98.7519
32 25121 10 268 1196 98.8357
33 23222 14 301 1080 98.9396
34 23210 14 301 1216 99.0339
35 13022 14 292 1191 99.1571
36 22223 10 268 1088 99.2287
37 02212 18 316 1189 99.3415
38 15201 14 292 947 99.4305
39 21221 10 268 1241 99.4661
40 01102 17 332 829 99.5358
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